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News

Councils call for
abandoned land
reuse rules

N
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BRATLEY

The president of the National Association of Portuguese
Municipalities (ANMP) has called for the creation of public
policies that “stimulate land economics”

S

peaking at a press conference in
Coimbra, after attending a meeting of
the ANMP Board of Directors, Manuel
Machado said: “In our view, it is
necessary to create public policies that
induce land economics so that abandoned
land can be reused”.
He said there are situations “where
landowners do not know they own the land or
are unable to take on the management of
their properties”.
He added that a bill currently being debated
in Parliament on the topic “is a major step
forward”. The head of the ANMP appealed to
“all political parties with representation in
Parliament to see the problem [of unclaimed
land] from the point of view that [reusing] it
will contribute towards the security and civil
protection of communities”.
“Land is an important asset; it is useful when
land is productive and not left sitting idle”
particularly at times of the year such as early
summer, Mr. Machado argued,
notwithstanding the recently-introduced
land-cleaning law to prevent and combat
forest fires.
“A takeover of abandoned land by the State is,
in our view, a very, very important issue”
pressed the ANMP president, who is also the
Mayor of Coimbra.
He clarified that common land is not being
called into the equation “because this type of
land has a management of its own; it has an
entity of its own, [and is] protected by law” and
in his view must continue “as it has hitherto”.
However, he elaborated, “there are other
areas of land”, in some cases “many
hectares, thousands and thousands of

hectares of land, that is abandoned” and for
reasons that “are known”, but lack measures
to resolve the situation.
During the ANMP’s meeting it also analysed
a draft decree-law to “establish a legal
regime for the production of water from
treated waste-water, for reuse for various
purposes”, such as irrigation of public
gardens or urban and industrial cleaning.
The municipalities agree with “the possibility
of the correct use of this water, as long as
harmful effects are avoided for individual and
public health as well as for the environment”,
Manuel Machado said.
This draft legislation “is an appropriate
strategy for the better management of
national water resources and for the
country’s adaptation to climate change”, but,
nonetheless, the ANMP put forward a
number of “suggestions that could improve
the proposal and [the waste-water’s] reuse by
public systems and by populations”.
To this end, the ANMP will seek “further
clarification” from the Government “on the
model to be employed to operationally this
new supply system”, in particular on its
financing.
In related news, the first ever ‘urban cleaning
association’ in Portugal has this week been
launched.
It groupa together 12 municipalities “to
facilitate and accelerate the necessary
change in services and the habits of citizens”
to promote cleaner towns and cities.
The ‘Limpeza Urbana – Parceria para
Cidades + Inteligentes e Sustentáveis’
association also wants to create
partnerships to achieve more intelligent and

The president of the National Association of Portugue
Portugu
land economics so that abandoned land can be reused

sustainable cities.
The association for now involves the
municipalities and municipal companies of
Águeda, Braga, Cascais, Estarreja, Funchal
(Madeira), Lagoa and Madalena (both in the
Azores archipelago), Mafra, Portimão, Loulé,
Santarém and Viana do Castelo.
“The idea of creating the association has the
main objective of bringing together all the
stakeholders of urban cleanliness to facilitate
and accelerate the necessary change in
services and the habits of citizens” explained
the president of the association, Luís
Almeida Capão.
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N News in Brief
Ronaldo 2nd highest paid sportsman in the world
Portuguese footballer Cristiano Ronaldo was the second highest
paid sportsman in the world between June 2018 and June 2019,
earning 96.3 million euros. According to the annual ranking published
by Forbes magazine, for the first time Messi is the highest place on the
podium, with a yield of 112.2 million euros, 81.2 million euros in
wages and prizes and 31 million euros in sponsorship.

Portugal welcomes returning emigrants with
‘open arms’
Portugal’s government has reaffirmed that the country welcomes
with “open arms” all emigrants who want to return, reinforcing the idea
that Portugal “is a bigger country” with all its communities. “The
government has in place policies to support and guarantee the return
[of emigrants] to Portugal,” the secretary of state for communities
abroad, José Luís Carneiro, said according to the text provided to
Lusa. “Portugal’s arms are open to those who want to return. Of all
generations and of all social classes.”

Foreigner dies at Lisbon airport
A foreign national died at Lisbon airport last Friday, after collapsing
due to complications resulting from having ingested drugs in order to
transport them inside his body. “The SEF at Lisbon airport barred a
foreign citizen from entering [the country] for being unable to prove the
purpose of their stay in Portugal, who eventually collapsed due to
complications arising from carrying narcotics inside his body,” the
service said in a statement. Despite several attempts at resuscitation,
the SEF said, the passenger died

Light aircraft collides with cars on A12
motorway

ese Municipalities (ANMP) Manuel Machado, said: “In our view, it is necessary to create public policies that induce
d”. (Photo: Lusa/Paulo Novais)

WEATHER

A mixed bag of weather across Portugal
High temperatures in the south of Portugal will not be reflected in the north this coming
week as rain sets in for the duration in the Porto area.
Lisbon: Intermittent cloud
cover is expected throughout the
week in the capital where
temperatures are set to hit
average highs of 25 degrees and
nightly lows of 14 degrees.

The South
South: High cloud cover
during the weekend is to clear on
Monday to be followed by
intermittent cloud. Highs are on
the rise, peaking at 29 degrees
by the end of the week.

The North
North: Rain is predicted
for most of the week in the north
with the only dry day expected on
Sunday. Temperatures are to
reach average highs of 20
degrees and lows of 11 degrees.

A light aircraft landed on the A12 motorway, near Pinhal Novo,
Setúbal district, colliding with two cars that were driving on the road,
according to the authorities. An official source at the National Civil
Protection Authority told Lusa that the aircraft touched down on the
southbound carriageway on Monday, crashing into two vehicles in the
process. Two people were injured in the incident and investigators
were sent to examine the site.

TAP expects 1 million more passengers in 2019
Portugal’s national airline group, TAP, should close this year with an
increase of between 800,000 and one million passengers compared
to the previous year, according to the CEO of the company, Antonoaldo
Neves. TAP carried 15.8 million passengers in 2018, 1.5 million or
10.4 percent more than in 2017. In statements to journalists, before
the departure of TAP’s inaugural flight to San Francisco, the CEO said
that in May TAP had already carried 200,000 passengers more than
last year.

Front Page
News Story
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Cocaine in Europe at an ‘all-time high’

N

VIRIATO
VILLAS-BOAS

According to this year’s European Drug Report ‘both the number of seizures and the volumes seized´ of cocaine in the
continent have reached unprecedented figures.

P

ortugal is once
again at the
forefront of
European

defense against drug
trafficking. In various
uncoordinated operations
across the country the

GNR (National Republican
Guard) made a grand total
of twenty-five arrests,
based on the enforcement

GNR in Aveiro coneducted an investigation leading to 70 searches, 18 arrests and around
182,000 doses of drugs being seized. (Photo: Supplied)

Abuse of power investigated by police
The operation, dubbed ‘Final
Route’, also included searches in
public institutions and companies
and was carried out by inspectors
from the PJ’s northern directorate,
with the support of several other
criminal investigation departments,

as part of an investigation overseen
by the Coimbra office of public
prosecutions.
Altogether, 50 searches were
carried out, involving 200 PJ
members, computer experts, and
financial and accounting experts.

of eighty-one warrants.
As a result, more than
seven hundred doses of
cocaine were seized,
alongside one hundred
and twenty-three kilograms
of hashish, four firearms,
and over thirty-two
thousand Euros in cash.
The largest of these
operations, enacted in the
city of Santa Maria da
Feira, was the product of a
two year-long investigation
involving two hundred and
twenty-five GNR military
staff, working across six
territorial jurisdictions and
supported by the PSP
(Public Safety Police)
police forces.
The actions by police in
Portugal reflect findings in
this year’s European Drug
Report which found that
‘both the number of

seizures and the volumes
seized´ of cocaine in the
continent have reached
unprecedented figures.
The report highlights the
emergence of smaller
groups into the market,
coupled with innovative
ways of using
technological tools such as
social media or
cryptocurrencies, as being
partly responsible for the
increase.
Cannabis also held a
prominent spot in the
report, which labelled it
‘one of the longestestablished drugs in
Europe’. The illicit
substance was also
mentioned with regards to
the ever-increasing
prominence it is having
within the context of
international policy shifts

geared at exploring its
alleged therapeutic
benefits.
Over two thirds of all
seizures made in the
European Union were
made across the UK, Spain
and France, with cannabis
accounting for over sixty per
cent of the goods
intercepted by police forces
across the continent.
The Director for the
European Monitoring
Centre for Drugs and Drug
Addiction, Alexis Goosdeel,
claims that ‘not only are
there signs of increased
availability of established
plant-based drugs like
cocaine, but we are also
witnessing an evolving
market where synthetic
drugs and drug production
within Europe are growing
in importance.’

PJ police conducted searches in municipal councils across northern and
central regions of Portugal as part of an investigation into abuse of power
and corruption.

PJ police stated that the
investigation centred around
alleged fraudulent schemes
relating to public contracting
procedures including companies
being given privileged
information regarding contracts

and awarding undue financial
compensation to companies.
The 18 councils targeted were
those of Águeda, Almeida,
Armamar, Belmonte, Barcelos,
Braga, Cinfães, Fundão, Guarda,
Lamego, Moimenta da Beira,

Oleiros, Oliveira de Azemeis,
Oliveira do Bairro, Sertã, Soure,
Pinhel and Tarouca.
The investigation continues “to
determine all criminal conduct,
its scope and those active in it,”
the PJ said in a statement.
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Legislation set to cap rental prices

Lisbon port with
highest traffic

The affordable housing programme is set to come into effect in July and aims at lowering rents.

Lisbon was the city with
more cruise ship traffic in
2017 and it is the sixth port
city in Europe with most
emission pollution, a report
by the European Federation
for Transport and
Environment showed.

expensive municipality
nationwide, where a studio
apartment is to be capped at €600.
Contrastingly, most of the
remaining municipalities are
bound to cap their studios at €250.
The law will come into force on 1
July, and will see that participating
landlords have a full tax exemption
on “rents resulting from leasing or
housing subcontracting contracts
framed in the accessible housing
programme”.

Protesters call for an increase to minimum wages in Portugal during a march in Lisbon.
(Photo: Liusa/Tiago Petinga)

A

new law has been
published in response
to the increasing prices
of the letting market in
Portugal. Within the new
framework, prices could range
anywhere between €200 for a
studio flat and €1,700 for a fivebedroom plus living room
apartment.

The programme will see that three
hundred and eight municipalities
are ranked into six categories
“based on the variation of the
average value of rents per square
metre of new lease contracts
disclosed by the National Institute
of Statistics (INE)”, a procedure
which will be updated annually.
After properties are ranked at a

national level according to their
municipality, rental prices will then
be calculated based on factors
such as the quality of
accommodation, energy
certification, location and average
value of rents per square metre, as
published by the INE.
Unsurprisingly, Lisbon is set to be
in a category of its own as the most

Minimum
Wages
The accessible housing
programme arrives in the context
of Portugal’s newly revised
minimum wage, which has slightly
increased from €580 in 2016 to
€600 earlier in January.
Although welcomed, the increase
was among the lowest in the
European Union, which,
according to the Eurofound Social
Intervention Study Centre (CESI),
places Portugal at the bottom of
the ‘“average category” that
includes Euro area countries with
average performance in terms of
minimum wage rises in real terms
(at 2015 prices) between 2010
and 2019.
The CESI also found that the
minimum monthly wage per hour
in Portugal (€3.94) is lower than in
Greece (€4.27) and Spain (€6.09).

According to the document, in
2017, the Carnival Corporation,
the world’s largest luxury cruise
operator, produced about 10
times more sulphur oxide on the
European coasts than the 260
million European cars.
In absolute terms, Spain, Italy
and Greece, followed closely by
France and Norway and then by
Portugal, are the European
countries most exposed to
sulphur oxide pollution from
cruise ships, while Barcelona,
Palma de Mallorca and Venice
are the worst affected cities,
followed by Rome and
Southampton, and Lisbon in sixth
place.
The large exposure is due to
the fact that they are the main
tourist destinations, but also, the
report said, because they have
less strict standards on the sea
sulfur, allowing the cruise ships to
burn the most sulfurous and
more pollutant fuel off their
coasts.
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Portugal clears up at “Tourism Oscars”
Portugal won 39 awards at this year’s World Travel Awards,
three more than last year.

The Algarve won the Best Europe Beach Destination 2019 award, which it has already won
five times before: in 2012, 2013, 2015, 2016 and 2017.

T

he glittering
ceremony was
held last Saturday
night in Madeira
with Portugal winning 39
awards at this year’s World
Travel Awards, three more
than last year, with the high
point arguably being it
clinching the Best European
Tourist Destination title for
the third consecutive year.
The Algarve won the Best
Europe Beach Destination
2019 award, which it has
already won five times
before: in 2012, 2013, 2015,
2016 and 2017.
The Algarve also scooped
four other awards at this
year’s World Travel Awards
Europe; Quinta do Lago
was considered the Best
Beach Resort in Europe,
the Conrad Hotel, won
Best European Luxury
Lifestyle Resort; Vila Vita

Parc in Lagoa is once
again the Best Luxury Hotel
& Villas in Europe, while
the Dunas Douradas
Beach Club has been
chosen as Best Euro-pean
Villas Resort in 2019.
Elsewhere, Lisbon was
elected Europe’s Best City
Break Destination and Best
Cruise Port, while Madeira
renewed its reign as
Europe’s Leading Island
Destination.
The Passadiços do Paiva
walkway won the Best
Tourism Development
Project award and Dark Sky
Alqueva received the
European Prize for
Responsible Tourism.
Speaking after the event,
Portugal’s president Marcelo
Rebelo de Sousa said he
“welcomes the election of
Portugal as Best European
Tourist Destination”, and

N
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believes it is “an opportunity
to further enhance” other
aspects of national tourism,
such as nature conservation
or social cohesion.
“The President of the
Republic celebrates the
election of Portugal as the
best European tourist
destination for the third
consecutive year and for
obtaining 39 awards in the
World Travel Awards”,
President de Sousa said in a
message published on his
official Presidency page.
“This good news for
Portuguese and for the
tourism sector should also
be an opportunity to better
value the environment and
nature conservation, social
cohesion and land use,
culture and heritage and all
values of authenticity of the
national identity”, the head of
state added.

British tourist numbers up but German and Dutch down
Despite growth in the number of British tourists visiting the Algarve in
May, it failed to make up for a noticeable retraction in the number of
German and Dutch holidaymakers
There may have been more Britons but
there were far fewer German and Dutch
tourists in the Algarve last month, which was

marked by a drop of 1.8 percentage points in
the average global occupancy rate.
According to AHETA, the Algarve’s

largest hotel and tourist resort association,
the occupancy rate last month was 69.8
percent.
“The main contributors to the drop were
German tourists (-29.6 percent) and Dutch
(-29.3 percent)”, AHETA said.
According to the association’s figures,
the British market has risen six percent on

last May, while overall revenue “remains
unchanged”.
AHETA also revealed that since the start
of 2019, “room occupation rates have
registered an average increase of 1.1
percent and sales volume an increase of
3.5 percent”, compared to the same
period of 2018.

Advertiser’sNews
Announcement
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Are Metrics
Enough When
Choosing a
Financial Adviser?
It’s a curious thing that in a world where
hard metrics such as interest, dividends
and growth are the ultimate test of the
efficacy of financial advice, intangibles
should also be integral to client satisfaction.
Yet, the reality is that these so-called ‘soft
factors’ of financial advice, have a profound
impact on client experience.

S

o, what are these qualities
and if they are not
measurable in the same
way as investment
performance and other stats,
how do you recognise them
when you are choosing an
investment adviser?
What Does Your Gut Tell
You?
When we talk about
“intangibles” we are often
talking about “human” factors.
These are the aspects of an
investment adviser’s service
that are down to chemistry,
instinct, intuition and their
ability to communicate with you
in a way you understand.
This should boil down to a
question as simple as, “How
does your adviser make you
feel?”
For example, if you feel
comfortable and have a sense
that your adviser is putting your
interests above all other
considerations, that’s definitely
a positive. Whereas as if you
have a sense that the adviser is
simply looking to sell you a
product, you should take note.

As human beings we are
adept at analysing hundreds of
verbal and non-verbal cues
within a very short space of
time. We may not be aware of it,
but often what we are left with is
a “gut feeling” based on more
than our conscious brains are
aware of. First impressions can
be wrong, but they are also
important in our decision
making process.
Are You Getting a
Service?
Personalised
Blacktower Financial
Management’s ethos of
professionalism, attention to
detail and always putting the
client first is the backbone of our
offering in the financial services
industry. We believe this is the
intangible element that gives us
the edge with our client
relationships.
We are a firm of multilingual
international consultants who
bring a personalised and oneto-one wealth management
service that advances our
clients’ financial interests while
also forging strong relationships
between clients and advisers.

As high-net-worth individuals,
our clients typically don’t wish to
become involved with
mainstream, high street routes
for financial advice. In contrast,
our offices provide comfort,
luxury, privacy and an expert
team offering a range of
solutions based on the longterm needs of the individual
client; from tailored market
investments and private
banking, to a robust DFM
investment process.
Additionally, our compliance
department is on hand to
ensure that all advice offered is
suitable for the specific client
involved.
Blacktower
Financial
Management
Professionalism with a
Personal Touch
Clients seeking financial
advice want to engage with a
firm that is competent, but
competency should be fairly
easy to determine even without
any face-to-face interaction
between client and adviser. For
example, the first Portugal
office was opened by
Blacktower in 2000, and we

have offices throughout Europe.
We are a fully-regulated firm,
and have helped numerous
high-net-worth expat clients to
protect and grow their wealth.
Our competency in the financial
advice sector is clear. But
competency is not enough to
attract and, crucially, to retain
clients.

wealth in a way that serves your
long-term interests, taking full
advantage of the NHR scheme
and the renascent Portuguese
economy, contact us today.

It is only when a client has
confidence in both the tangible
factors and intangible factors
relating to financial advice that
they can begin to develop trust
in their financial adviser. Once
trust is established the client
can feel confident that the
adviser is truly working with
them to further their long-term,
best interests.
Our expat clients in Portugal
usually stay with us for a
minimum of 10 to 20 years, so
creating positive, trusting and
lasting relationships is an
absolute priority. Blacktower
Financial Management is a
proud part of the community in
which we work.
For help structuring your

Article by: António Rosa,
Joint Country Manager Lisbon

ADVICE FROM BLACKTOWER
The Blacktower Group was formed in 1986 and has earned it’s reputation providing wealth and
management and pension planning advice to clients in the UK as well as those who are resident
abroad.
Our proven bespoke service can help you accomplish your financial goals.
With offices in the Algarve and Cascais and representatives servicing expats all over Portugal, we
can help you today by calling 289 355 685 or 214 648 220 or email info @blacktowerfm.com.
All companies under the Blacktower Group are Regulated/Licenced in the locations they are
positioned.
For full details on how and who we are regulated by please visit www.theblacktowergroup.com
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All the fun of the International Algarve Fair
This year marked the fourteenth edition of the International Algarve Fair, and
keeping with tradition, the event exceeded everyone´s expectations.

T

he landmark
event that
captures the heart
of the Algarve and
opens its doors to natives
and expats alike, took
place over the weekend in
Lagoa. On the 8 and 9 of
June, thousands of visitors
passed through the Fatacil
gates, where they were
greeted by the hundreds of
charities, businesses and
entertainers making up the
human fabric of the fairground.
Those who were fortunate enough to have been
in Lagoa, discovered more
than just an event, having
instead witnessed a bustling community of people
brought together by their
affection for this Southern
Portuguese region which
the community has come
to embrace for more than a
decade.
Over the course of the
weekend, bathed by the
signature Algarvian
weather, the Mary
Poppins-like picture was

A general view of the fair (Photo: TPN / Paul Luckman)

being the centre stage for
the development of serious
business. With over a
dozen charities present, it
also functions as a platform to connect the attending community with those
who need it the most. Also,
in the gastronomic section,
the selection of
restaurants and
drinks specialists
contributed to the
delight of every
palate and refreshment of everyone in sight.
Moreover, 2019
also marked a very
successful year for
businesses at the
International Algarve Fair, who
saw their particiA view of the 10th Algarve Dog Show (Photo: TPN / Nancy Pardon)
pation rewarded
only enhanced by the
sounds of children laughing, pets strolling about,
cotton candy perfuming the
air, and a ubiquitous joy in
everyone’s eyes.
But the International
Algarve Fair is more than
just fun and games, with it

with some very meaningful
exchanges with those in
attendance.
Capturing the utter success of the event, David
Thomas, President of Safe
Communities Portugal, said
that 2019 was the ‘busiest
International Algarve Fair
ever’, and added that his
stand ‘received nearly 100
enquiries concerning the
Emergency Medical card’.
Thomas concluded by
extending, on behalf of his
team, ‘thanks to the great
work of Sónia and her team
from The Portugal
News in organising this
great event. Well done!’.
Make sure to look out for
a full report on the International Algarve Fair coming
soon in The Portugal
News.

One of the ‘statues’ adorning the show
(Photo: TPN / Paul Luckman)

One of the stands, selling artwork.
(Photo: TPN / Nancy Pardon)
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From nature trail to dumping on a large scale
Alleged neglect of nature trail sparks outrage
among users.

T

he connecting pathway
between the municipality of
Albufeira and the Via
Algarvia, known as Ligação
7 (literally, Connection 7), has been
denounced for its unacceptable
environmental conditions.
The Via Algarvia, according to its
website, is an ‘extensive route
(240km) that will function as the
backbone of walking paths of the
region, in order to promote other
existing paths, as well as to
complement the offer in accordance
with the choices and abilities of
walkers’. While Ligação 7,
inaugurated in 2017 at an
approximate cost of around thirtyfive thousand euros, makes sure
that Albufeira is integrated into the
greater project.

The Albufeira Municipality has
boasted of hosting over forty
thousand hikers and cyclists on its
trails, seeing it as a ‘sure bet on
knowledge in the fields of biology,
fauna, flora, geography, and all areas
related to nature’.
With that in mind, the Albufeira
chapter of the PAN Party (People
Animals Nature) has reportedly
found numerous cases of ‘fly tipping,
illegal dumping, clandestine
encampments and knocked over trail
markers’. Consequently, the party
has called for immediate action on
behalf of the competent authorities.
For PAN, the issue is especially
problematic given that ‘the world’s
gaze is focused on the problem of
waste, plastic, climate change, [and]
human environmental impact’.

Faro rooftop festival
The event, which has been
described as “pioneering” by
the organisers, will involve a
dozen stages across the city
rooftops focusing on art,
sustainability and
community.
Music, dance, cinema,
exhibitions and theatre for
the entire family are all

The PAN Party has reportedly found numerous cases of ‘fly tipping, illegal dumping, clandestine
encampments and knocked over trail markers’ along the route. (Photo: SUPPLIED)

The first edition of the Faro rooftop festival will be taking place in the city between 20 and 22 June.

scheduled to take place,
while there will also be
several workshops held in
the various locations.
The event came about
following the First European
Meeting of Rooftops, which
was held in January and
brought together a group of
people from Faro and the

Algarve, as well as people
responsible for rooftop
festivals in other European
cities.
Following the meeting,
Faro Municipal Council has
now launched this new
initiative to help rediscover
the city’s rooftops, formerly
used for drying fruits,

collecting rainwater or for
neighbours to socialise.
“The Açoteias (rooftops)
are part of a culture of the
south and their uses have
been diverse over the years,
however the new dynamics
of urban life have caused the
Açoteias to lose these
traditional uses,” said Paulo

Santos, Vice president of
Faro council in the culture
sector.
He continued:
“Nowadays, cities around
the world are looking for
environmentally responsible
and sustainable solutions
for these spaces and this is
also the goal of the festival, to

allow citizens to look at the
rooftops from the point of
view of their cultural
potential.”
For further information
about the Faro Rooftop
festival, please visit their
Facebook page
www.facebook.com/
acoteiafestival
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Protest against water deviation from Loulé waterfall
Around 50 people took part in a protest in the parish of Alte, Loulé municipality (Algarve), last Sunday, against the deviation
of water from a local stream that feeds the Vigário waterfall

“If it was up to us, the Vigário waterfall would never run dry”, said
Alte parish mayor, António Martins.

O

rganised by a group of
local residents, the
protest was staged in
the afternoon as the
Fusos music festival took place,
which attracted several hundred
people.
Under the watchful eye of GNR

officers, participants hoisted
signs reading “the water belongs
to the people” and “biodiversity
yes, no to monocultures”.
Speaking to the Lusa News
Agency, Suzy Lucas, one of the
organisers of the protest, said the
demonstration aimed to draw

attention to what is happening
with the stream, “where water is
being diverted to irrigate an
orange grove of around 120
hectares, which causes the
Vigário waterfall to dry up for
long periods of time”.
“The diversion of water, which
belongs to us all, undermines
the [stream’s] flow and causes
the death of many species,
hence jeopardising the
ecosystem”, she explained.
According to Ms. Lucas, the civic
movement wants “the company
that owns the citrus orchard to
employ a better management of
the water, in conjunction with the
parish council, the authority that
oversees the matter, so that the
water always reaches the
waterfall, which attracts
thousands of people during
summer”.
“We want the company to
comply with what is stipulated,
which is that it is to manage the
watercourse from the Alte River
with the parish council, which
until now has not been the
case”, she stressed.
Last week, a more radical group
of activists blocked the sluicegate through which the water is
channelled for irrigation, with

sacks of sand and cement,
culminating in the GNR having
to intervene.
According to Suzy Lucas, the
action was carried out by
residents who are angered by
“the assault on the ecosystem
with the drying up of the
cascade”.
“After announcing the protest,
and as you can see, today the
water is running, because the
company stopped the water
diversion”, said Ms. Lucas at the
spot on Sunday.
Alte parish mayor, António
Martins, told Lusa that the
residents’ challenge “is
legitimate, because there are
documents from the Portuguese
Environmental Agency [APA]
which state that the company
can use the water, but must
ensure that it reaches the
Vigário waterfall”.
“What happens, basically, is that
the company claims that the
water from the source and the
river is theirs, and, therefore, it
diverts the river when it needs
water to irrigate the oranges,
and says that it may let the
population use the water if it
does not jeopardise the
development of the orange

trees”, the parish mayor
explained.
António Martins says that the
parish’s stance differs from that
of the company, and reflects that
of the APA: “The documents
state that the company can use
water as long as it ensures it
reaches the waterfall, and that in
periods of drought and summer
it must articulate the use with the
Parish Council”, he reiterated.
“The businessman responsible
for the exploitation of the
plantation has always refused to
articulate the use of the river
water with the parish council,
claiming that the water belongs
to him and that he does not have
to discuss anything with the
Parish”, the mayor lamented in
his comments to Lusa.
António Martins ensured that,
based on the APA’s documents,
“the Parish will henceforth
intervene to manage and ensure
that the water reaches the
Vigário fall, regardless of the will
of the entrepreneur responsible
for the exploration, unless the
court says that the Parish cannot
do so.
“If it was up to us, the Vigário
waterfall would never run dry”,
he concluded.
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Lisbon council to
implement fines on
scooters and bicycles
The local Council of Santa Maria Maior, in Lisbon, has announced that it
will fine and remove equipment such as scooters and bicycles which are
deemed to be illegally occupying public space.

T

The move follows a rise in popularity of pay-per-use means of transportation, such as
scooters and bicycles. (Photo: Lusa/José Sena Goulão)

he measures started to be
implemented earlier this month
in a bid to counter attitudes which
‘harm the free movement of
pedestrians, especially those with
reduced mobility ´.
The move follows a rise in popularity of
pay-per-use means of transportation,
such as scooters and bicycles, which can
be picked up and dropped off
indiscriminately at any point in a city. Such
novelty rides are resulting in an increase of
two-wheelers ‘parked’ on pavements in

obstructive ways.
The Council of Santa Maria Maior is
responsible for managing historical parts
of Lisbon, placing graver importance on
the necessity to have unobstructed routes
for visitors and residents alike.
The President of the local Council, Miguel
Coelho, labelled the measure as being a
part of the “extra contractual civic
responsibility that we have towards
pedestrians who may suffer accidents
resulting from a lack of due diligences [on
behalf of the Council]”.

John Kerry in Lisbon to discuss the
future of the planet
Obama’s former Secretary of State, John Kerry,
will be in Lisbon to discuss climate change.
Kerry is one of the
keynote speakers at “The
Future of the Planet”
conference, which will be
hosted later this year over
the weekend of 14 and 15
September.
The conference,

promoted by the Francisco
Manuel dos Santos
Foundation and the
Oceano Azul Foundation,
will take place at the
Lisbon Oceanarium where
talks, exhibitions, musical
acts, and other events are

bound to highlight the
challenges posed by
climate change.
In addition to John Kerry,
award-winning writer and
ecologist Carl Safina and
National Geographic Society
researcher Sylvia Earle, are
among the list of over fifty
speakers scheduled to
attend the event.

Eight women accused of pickpocketing Lisbon tourists
Portugal’s Public Prosecutor (MP) has accused eight women, one of
whom is being held in custody, for robbery, computer fraud and
document falsification.
According to a note from the Lisbon
Department of Criminal Investigation and
Action (DIAP) released on Tuesday, the
MP believes the defendants “are part of an
organised group” who stole tourists’
wallets to later use their credit cards in
various commercial establishments
throughout the capital, namely to
purchase clothing and accessories and
expensive jewellery, during incidents that
took place between September and

December last year in Lisbon.
According to the indictment, the
defendants, who are all foreign nationals,
“acted in a concerted manner and
according to a previously-outlined plan, and
carefully chose their victims, almost always
tourists, who appeared to be wealthy”.
The leader of the group has been held
on remand since 7 December 2018, due
to the possibility of being a flight-risk and
reoffending.
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Portuguese MPs seek Brexit
clarification
A delegation of Portuguese MPs who travelled to London in search of clarity regarding the
Brexit process found only uncertainty and confusion
confusion,, Socialist MP Sérgio Sousa Pinto told Lusa.

“Parliament is
practically
closed and the
MPs are mainly
absorbed in
questions of the
Tory party
leadership and
the name of the
next prime
minister,” said
Sérgio Sousa
Pinto. (Photo:
EPA/Andy Rain)

T

he chairman of the
Parliamentary Foreign
Affairs and Portuguese
Communities
Commission said that the
purpose of the visit was to “get
information about the current
state of affairs”.
However, after the meetings with
members of the House of
Commons and the House of
Lords, he concluded that they
were very confused and were
going through a lot of uncertainty.

Sérgio Sousa Pinto told Lusa that
the answers they got were very
unsatisfactory because of the
uncertainty. “Parliament is
practically closed and the MPs are
mainly absorbed in questions of
the Tory party leadership and the
name of the next prime minister”.
The only conviction they heard
from the British MPs from all
sides, including Brexit
supporters, was the desire that
the interests of the Portuguese
community in the UK were not

called into question.
Brexit had been scheduled for 29
March but the exit agreement that
had been negotiated by the
British government and Brussels
was rejected by parliament three
times, forcing it to be pushed
back to 31 October.
Tiago Corais and Carla Barreto,
local councillors in Oxford and
Thetford, respectively, warned of
the risk of the Portuguese losing
the right to vote and be elected in
TPN/Lusa
local elections.

Social democrats want jail
for pet-killers
Portugal’s PSD social democratic party has proposed an
amendment to the current law regulating punishment
for animal cruelty, calling for up to three years in prison
for anyone who kills a pet, such as a dog or cat.
Should it be approved, the
death of pets will be expressly
included in criminal law.
The amendment was part of a
“set of proposals to improve the
legal regime of the crime of
mistreatment and abandonment
of pets”, the party said in a press
release issued over last
weekend.
PSD’s proposal, put forward
last Friday, aims to criminalise
“the conduct of anyone who kills,
without legitimate reason, a pet”,
as well as punishing attempted
killings.
It also intends to “dispel any
interpretative questions that
have arisen in law enforcement”.
According to the note, the
proposal aims to “perfect” the
legal framework of mistreatment
and abandonment of pets
established in 2014, completed
in 2017 with a change in the
legal status of animals, which
became recognised as sentient
beings as opposed to
belongings.
“Through this legislative
initiative, it is proposed that the
death of pets not based on

veterinary practice or on any
other cause of justification, even
if provoked without inflicting
pain, is expressly included in
criminal law”, the document
states.
The PSD explains that, in
2014, lawmakers set out that if
mistreatment of pets resulted in
the death of the creature,
yardstick punishment could be
bumped up.
However, the current sentence
under the penal code is “up to
two years in prison or 240 dayfines”; the Social Democrats are
therefore looking to amend
Article 384 on “pet
mistreatment”.
Under current legislation a pet
is defined as “any animal kept or
meant to be kept by humans,
namely in their home, for their
entertainment and company.”
This definition excludes
“animals for the purpose of
agriculture, livestock or agroindustrial exploitation” and “does
not apply to facts relating to the
use of animals for such activities
as commercial shows or other
legally prescribed purposes”.

Business
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Ryanair first EU airline to report monthly
CO2 emissions

Lowcost airline Ryanair, has become the first EU airline to release monthly
CO2 emissions statistics, which show an average of 66g CO2 per
passenger/km in May 2019.

W

ith the highest
passenger load
factor (96 percent)
and one of the
youngest fleets (on average 6
years), Ryanair has reported
delivering the lowest CO2 per
passenger/km in the EU airline
industry.
According to the company, its
current average CO2 per person/
km of 67g p.a is substantially
lower than its EU competitors,
and Ryanair has committed to
reducing this further to under 60g
per pax/km by 2030 – as outlined
in its Environmental Policy.
Ryanair’s environmental
commitment has been stated as
an investment of over US$20
billion in a fleet of 210 new Boeing

737 “gamechanger” aircraft,
delivered between 2019 and
2024, which will carry 4 percent
more passengers, but with 16
percent lower fuel burn and 40
percent lower noise emissions.
Ryanair’s Kenny Jacobs said:
“Ryanair is Europe’s greenest/
cleanest airline. We have the
youngest fleet and highest load
factors, so our CO2 per
passenger/km is 67g p.a (almost
half the rate of other big
European airlines). Over the past
decade Ryanair’s CO2 per
passenger/km has been cut by
18 percent from 82g to 67g, while
competitors such as Lufthansa,
BA and AF-KLM currently
generate over 120g per
passenger/km”.

Ryanair
has
reported
delivering
the
lowest
CO2 per
passenger/
km in the
EU airline
industry.

House price hike continues to slow
According to the latest
results from the
Portuguese Housing
Market Survey by
Confidencial Imobiliário
and RICS, despite a lack of
supply in the market
continuing to exert some
pressure on prices ,
housing prices in general
have begun to show signs
of stabilisation.
Simon Rubinsohn, Chief
Economist of RICS,
confirmed that “although
the growth of the
Portuguese economy has
gained new momentum in
the first months of 2019,
the housing market seems
to be losing momentum.”
He added: “Since
consumer confidence levels
remain relatively strong, this
loss of momentum
suggests the influence of
other factors, such as the
financial capacity for access
to housing”.
According to Ricardo
Guimarães, director of
Confidencial Imobiliário,
“almost all respondents’
comments confirm that

investors are more
cautious, are looking for
the best opportunities and
are aware of the risks of
overvaluation.
“Sellers are also
reviewing their
expectations, and some
are already lowering the
asking prices for their
properties. Some
operators consider that the
volume of new homes
under construction will
also put some pressure on
prices, especially in the
resale market. At the same
time, despite the decline in
new lending, traders feel

The Portuguese residential housing market continues to lose momentum,
registering a slowdown in both demand and sales during April.

that restrictions on access
to credit are limiting
potential demand.”
Regarding the sales
prospects for the next
three months, the
respondents of the survey
presented only marginally
positive expectations for
the three regions of the
Algarve, Lisbon and Porto.
On the supply side, the
new sales instructions fell
again in April, with a net
balance of -33 percent of
respondents reporting a
decline (this is the lowest
reading since December
last year). In regional

terms, respondents
reported a stabilisation of
prices in Lisbon and the
Algarve, although in Porto

they continued to show
solid growth.
In the rental market,
projections for rental price

growth are now in neutral
territory, suggesting that
the recent period of price
rises is now losing pace.
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Portugal Sail & Power new classroom and
office

On Friday, 7 June, the new classroom and office for Portugal Sail & Power, based in the Edifício
Vilamarina ,was officially opened by the Director of Vilamoura Marina, Isolete Correia.

S

The new
classroom
and office
for
Portugal
Sail &
Power was
officially
opened by
the
Director of
Vilamoura
Marina,
Isolete
Correia.

Altice Labs to develop research projects
With this agreement, “the
two entities will have joint
postgraduate and masters
training projects, as well as
internships in research
projects and development

and exchange of
specialists between the
two institutions,” an ISEC
communiqué sent to LUSA
said.
“The collaboration with

one of the most innovative
Portuguese business
units will not only
contribute to the 4.0
industry, which is already
present in the

ince 2001, Julian Mead
has been running
Portugal Sail & Power, an
RYA Training Centre, in
the Algarve. For the first 10 years
the operation was based in
Vilamoura using sailing yachts.
In 2011 the move was made to
Albufeira and for the next 8 years
the operation expanded to
include tuition for both motor and
sail boats.
This year, having formed a close
association with the highly
successful charter company,
Timeless Moments, who are
based in Vilamoura, the training
centre has returned to the
prestigious Vilamoura Marina.
To fully, and further, expand the
RYA Training Centre into a
Centre of Excellence, Julian has
teamed up with Dave Masters

and Paulo Aveleira. Dave is an
instructor for VHF Radio, First Aid
and powerboats, Paulo adds
breadth to the centre as an
instructor for motor, sail and
powerboats as well as being a
shore based instructor for theory
and VHF courses.
In April 2019, the Royal Yachting
Association launched their Active
Marina Programme, the Training
Centre will continue to promote
the facilities that are available in
the Marina de Vilamoura to boat
owners and visiting yachtsmen
and women, further cementing
the relationship with the Marina.
All types of RYA courses and
training are now available
through Portugal Sail and Power
and they can be contacted
through their website at
www.portugalsailandpower.com

Portugal’s Instituto Superior de Engenharia de Coimbra (ISEC) GHAS signed a
scientific-technological protocol in the area of information and
communication technologies with the Altice Labs innovation centre in Aveiro.
laboratories of Altice
Labs, but also how to train
our students and
researchers in this new
horizon of digital
transformation,” Mário
Velindro, president of that
higher education
institution, said in the note.
The partnership with
Altice Labs “will be another
tool for the new cycle of
engineering education that
ISEC is carrying out:

teaching and research
must be done in an
increasingly interactive
way, in partnership with
other producers of science
and knowledge, namely
innovative companies like
this one.”
The protocol provides for
the exchange of specialists
between the parties, which
can be accomplished by
the “collaboration of
experts from Altice Labs in

Closing your Local
Lodging business
There may be a variety reasons for you to
discontinue an “AL” business: a) you need your
place for yourself; b) the property may be up for
sale; c) the bureaucracy may be too cumbersome
for you; d) competition may have driven down
prices and the activity is no longer profitable, e)
other. Whatever the motive that you no longer
wish to continue to let short-term furnished
accommodations to holidaymakers, there are
several steps that you will need to take to make
the change:
Step Nº1: “Finanças”
First, you will need to go to the local Tax Office
and report the closing of your business. This is
called “Cessação de Actividade”. If you are still
contributing to Social Security (which you
shouldn’t), the “AT” will inform “Segurança
Social” of the change.
Step Nº2: “Balcão Único Eletrónico”
Next, contact the “Balcão Único Eletrónico”
online to inform them that you wish to deregister
your license. This reporting must be done within
10 days of closure with Finanças. You are also
required to notify any online advertising

teaching activities, invited
by ISEC to collaborate in
specific disciplines in their
speciality.”
With more than 700
highly skilled professionals
at its innovation centre in
Aveiro, Altice Labs works in
the research and
development of advanced
telecommunications and
information systems
solutions with customers in
35 countries. TPN/Lusa

N
DENNIS SWING
GREENE

platforms of the closing during the same period.
Step Nº3: “IRS”
Until 30 June following the fiscal year, you must
submit an “IRS” income tax return including
“Anexo B” to declare your “AL” business income
in Portugal.
Step Nº4: Potential Capital Gains Tax
Withdrawing a property from a Local Lodging
activity was already potentially subject to Capital
Gains tax under prior legislation. However, the
way the law was drafted left room for doubt as to
the exact point that the tax might be due. Updates
to legislation have clarified this uncertainty,
turning unambiguous that CGT assessment is
deferred only when the property is further
assigned to long-term rental income from Category
F. Without this abeyance, a Capital Gain may be
arrived at in the year of the closing of the “AL”
business assignment. Regardless of whether a gain
is, in fact, reached or not, report all taxable income
in your “IRS” return.
Dennis Swing Greene is chairman and International
Tax Consultant for euroFINESCOs.a.
www.eurofinesco.com
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Trump, tariffs and how to start a war
The best way to deal with Donald Trump, especially if you are a foreign government negotiating trade
issues, is to give him a little win.

I

t doesn’t have to be big
and important; he’s
mainly interested in
declaring a triumph,
and he’ll supply the hot air
to inflate your little
concession into an
allegedly major defeat free
of charge. Just remember
to look crest-fallen, and
you’re home and dry.
Thus, for example,
Trump’s recent ‘triumph’
over Mexico. He threatens
escalating tariffs against
Mexico, the Mexicans cave
in after ten days, and the
border problem is solved
(until the next time he
needs it). Only the nerds
notice that the Mexican
‘concessions’ are almost
all actions that Mexico had
already promised to take in
quiet, orderly discussions
with the United States
between December and
March.
The Canadians did even
better when renegotiating
the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA).
Trump called it the “the
worst deal ever signed,”
but several clauses in the
old treaty that Ottawa
disliked were dropped. The
only Canadian concession
was to give U.S. dairy
producers access to 10
percent of the Canadian
milk market (that’s just 3
million people) – if they can
persuade those Canadians
to buy their bovine growth
hormone-treated milk.
A very small price to pay,
but nobody in Canada was
so foolish as to crow out
loud that they had seen the
Americans off. The
Canadian negotiators
looked suitably hangdog
and defeated, and Trump
claimed the credit for a
“great deal” and a “historic
transaction”. Game, set
and match to Ottawa.
And so to the grand drama
of Trump’s tariff war with
China. This one ought to be
a no-brainer, because
China is in an extremely
vulnerable position. Its
exports to America are
worth almost three times
as much as US exports to
China, so it really cannot
afford to lose the U.S.
market. Chinese President
Xi Jinping should just give
Trump enough to make
him happy – he’s easily
pleased – and move on to
the next problem.
To the extent that Donald
Trump calculates his
moves beforehand, this

would have been his
calculation, and it is
logically correct. But it
didn’t work out that way:
after a year of escalation
and counter-escalation,
the two countries are
nearing the point where
they will have imposed 25
percent tariffs on all of each
other’s exports. What went
wrong?
Trump issued his usual
threats and was the first to
escalate at every step of the
dance, but if the Mexicans
and the Canadians can
work around his
histrionics, why can’t the
Chinese?
Maybe it’s just pride: Xi
simply can’t abide the vision
of Trump capering with joy
as he celebrates his victory
over the Chinese. Or maybe
it’s fear: letting Trump have
a victory (and a real one, this
time) would so humiliate Xi
in the eyes of his own
colleagues and rivals that
his own position would be
in danger.
It’s probably the latter. The
negotiations seemed to be
going well, with Trump
predicting an “epic” deal
and praising his dear
friend Xi. Then suddenly in
early May, the White House
complained that China was
trying to re-negotiate points
previously agreed, and the
whole thing fell apart. It
feels like Xi lost an
argument at home – which
would imply that he is
considerably less secure in
power than everybody
assumed.
In either case, Xi is making
a big mistake. The Chinese
economy is not doing well.
Factory output is declining,
and new car sales fell last
year for the first time since
1990. China’s total debt,
even on untrustworthy
official figures, is nearing
three times annual GDP,
which is the level where
panic usually sets in. In
fact, it’s the level at which
Japan’s three-decade
economic depression
began in 1991.
Strip out all the
unproductive investment
and creative accountancy,
and Chinese GDP grew
last year by less than 2
percent. Employment is
stagnant, retail sales are
falling, the stock market
dropped by a quarter last
year. This is not an
economy in good shape to
withstand a prolonged
trade war.
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Trump issued his usual threats, but if the Mexicans and the Canadians can work around his histrionics, why can’t the
Chinese? (Photo: EPA/Oliver Contreras)

The great fear of the
Chinese Communist Party
is that people will turn
against the regime if the
economy stalls and living
standards stop rising. They
certainly don’t love the
regime. Why else would
they obey it? This theory
may be tested to
destruction in the next few
years.
So if Xi is not free to do a
trade deal with the US and
the Chinese economy
tanks, what must he do to
save communist rule and
his own power? He will
need a foreign war, or at
least the threat of one, in
order to get nationalism on
his side. Not war with the
United States, of course.
That would be crazy. But
Taiwan would do nicely.
And this is one that you
really can’t blame on
Trump.

Gwynne Dyer is an
independent journalist
whose articles are
published in 45 countries.
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I said “Never Again…But Here We Are…”

Ray Dillon has only acted on
stage once before. He took the
lead role in The Algarveans
Experimental Theatre Group’s
25th-anniversary production of
“Pollen: The Musical”.
Following all the hard work and
hours of rehearsal, Ray
declared that would be his first
and last acting assignment.
Fast forward two years and the
opportunity to play Harold in A
Bench In The Sun by Ron
Clark proved to be too much of
a temptation.
“I vowed never again,” said

Ray, “ but when I read the
script and saw how funny yet
moving it was I just couldn´t
resist auditioning and getting
involved.”
The play tells the story of
Harold and Burt who are longtime friends and enjoy a good
bit of bickering sitting on their
bench in the sun. When they
meet Adrienne everything
changes with comic effect.
A Bench In The Sun is set in
the USA and cast members are
honing their American accents
with vocal coach Tracey

Christiansen. “Tracey appears
with notes after each rehearsal
listing words for us to work on”
said Ray who originates from
Dundee. “There are certain
words I find more difficult than
others but we are getting there!”
The cast of three are looking
forward to getting to curtain up
in two weeks’ time in the
beautiful intimate surroundings
of the Convento de São José in
Lagoa on June 27, 28, 29 at
7.45pm. With only 90 seats
available for each show they
are hoping to sell out this short
three night run.
A Bench In The Sun tickets
are €10 and available online at
https://ticketline.sapo.pt, in
person at Auditório Carlos do
Carmo and Convento de São
José in Lagoa, Tues to Sat 9 –
12.30pm and 2 to 5.30pm or
when the venues are open for
performances. Alternatively at
Município de Lagoa, Balcão
Único, Mon to Fri 9 to 4.30pm.
Tickets are also available at
Worten and FNAC shops.
If you have any questions
about the show or where to get
tickets call the helpline on (+351)
913 745 261 or visit http://
www.thealgarveans.com/boxoffice/

San Francisco / Lisbon art and culture project
Little streets, colorful
architecture, old buildings,
cable cars, the famous red
bridge – where are we talking

about, Lisbon or San
Francisco?
Lisbon is often referred to as
the European San Francisco.
The bridge, of course is a strong
link but it is not only this that
connects the two cities. There
are the cable cars, the hilly
streets, the tech culture and the
nearby ocean. The cities may
be 9,000 kilometres apart but
they have a lot in common.
It is these similarities and
contrasts that we wanted to
explore. Through art, with a
colourful and minimalist design,
our SFLX book puts the two
cities side by side, highlighting
what they share and where
they differ. Because all in all,
our differences are what we

have in common.
We are Bea, Marie and
Aurélien, an illustrator, an editor
and a tech engineer. Three
French expats eager to
discover the world, all
freelancers and passionate
about what we do. Currently
based in Lisbon, we’ve lived in
Paris, London, Rome, New
York, Madrid, Colombo, Le
Caire and Sydney.
We are now working to
make this book come to life and
to do this we have launched a
Kickstarter campaign:
www.kickstarter.com/
projects/mariechivotbuhler/
sflx-book-san-francisco-lisbon
Support us and help us
spread the word!

Bowls Algarve
Thursday, 6 June, and
another beautiful day. Halfway through our league and we
were at Alvor Bowling Club.
Maggie Dance and Stuart
Buckley were as usual, the
Umpires at their home club, and
thanks go to them for their time
and patience, morning and
afternoon.
The green played well and
was well prepared to challenge
the day’s players. No team
scored the full ten points this
week, proving how challenging
the green was. However, two
teams scored really highly with
nine points each, they were
Valverde Vulcans and Pedras
Panthers. Balaia Dolphins
scored seven points against
Floresta Falcons who scored
three points; Alvor Egrets won
four points against Floresta
Squirrels who won six points;
Albufeira Wildcats won four
points from Alvor Kestrels who

won six points; Tavira Tigers
won one point from Valverde
Vulcans who won nine points;
whilst, Valverde Vikings won
one point from Pedras Panthers
who won nine points.
There has been a complete
change in the Table, with the
Valverde Vulcans and last year’s
Summer League winners Pedras
Panthers, pulling away from the
rest of the Table. The top slot is
held by Valverde Vulcans with

thirty-nine points but snapping at
their heels are Pedras Panthers
on thirty-eight points, but
Valverde Vikings and Tavira
Tigers are chasing closely
behind on thirty-three points
each. The team holding up the
Table this week are the Floresta
Falcons with nine points.
Still four games to go, so
plenty of time for lots of
change.
Miriam Hare

Algarve History Association discussion
On Monday, 17 June at
6pm in Tavira Library, Ellen
Thomassen will be discussing
´The Ten best novels ever’
According to the
Encyclopaedia Britannica a
novel is “an invented prose
narrative of considerable
length and a certain
complexity that deals
imaginatively with human
experience, usually through a
connected sequence of
events.” When and where
was the first novel written?
Which influences contributed
to its origin? What genres can
be distinguished? Do different
nationalities admire and enjoy
distinctive forms of writing or
can a universal preference for
certain novels be found?
After an introduction to the
history of the novel by Ellen,
let us discuss these factors
and try to come up with
definitions and answers. We
may even make a list of the
ten best novels ever!
This event is organised by

the Algarve History
Association.
We make no charge for our
conferences. We welcome
voluntary monetary
contributions to help us run
our Association and to
sponsor various local

charities and the Regional
Conservatório in Faro where
we provide support for young
musicians who need financial
support for their studies.
For more information
contact: lynne.
algarvehistory@gmail.com

Algarve Bike Rides
Here are the details of this
week’s rides:
Saturday 15 June - No
Ride this week as I will be in
England for the weekend.
Sunday 16 June - Bike
ride starting in Estoi: Meet by
the cemetery at 9.15am ready
for a 9.30am start. This will be a
typical Sunday morning ride
with a café stop somewhere
along the way.

If you would like to come
along to one of these rides,
please do let me know either by
text, email or by confirming on

Facebook via the Activity
Algarve Bike Rides page. If a
ride has to be cancelled for any
reason, such as bad weather,
notification will be via text. We
reserve the right to cancel any
ride if less than 5 people are
signed up. Price for
participation is €5 per rider per
ride. For more information
please contact Paul Beesley
on tel: 913226954, email:
paul@algarvebikeholidays
.com, Visit: www. algarve
bikeholidays. com, or
Facebook:
AlgarveBikeHolidays.
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British Legion D-Day 75th Commemoration

5th annual White Night dinner

The west Algarve Section of the Royal British Legion
Portugal raised €772 for the Poppy Appeal during a
BBQ event on 6 June to commemorate the 75th
anniversary of D-Day.
The theme of the evening, held at the Barroca Bar &
Restaurant in Praia da Luz, was “A Time To Say Thank
You” to a generation who helped shape our world as we
know it today.
Just over 60 people were in attendance as RBL
Chairman Mrs Jacquie Collins paid tribute to the brave
men and women from the combined forces who were
involved in the D-Day landings in Normandy that were
such a decisive turning point in the war and the
liberation of mainland Europe.
This was followed by a minute’s silence, which
ended with a toast to “The Brave”.
Sue Salisbury-Howe, RBL West Events Organiser,
who arranged the event with husband James, told us:
“After the toast the festivities then ensued with
background music from the 1940s interspersed with a
raffle, which resulted in 14 prizes being handed over to
various lucky winners.
“We must say thank-you to Jacquie Collins and Patti
Boling, who did an excellent job selling the tickets. Colin
Hearn, the RBL Eastern Algarve representative, who
came to show his support for this event, joined me to
draw the raffle tickets.
“Everyone went home with a smile on their face and,
saying they had such a good time they wanted to be
informed when the next western section event will be”.
Sue added: “Our grateful thanks go to Rosie and her
team at the Barroca. They were exceptional in their
help, in setting up on the day and also on the evening
for their excellent food and service with a smile.
“Also thanks to Elaine in the Card Shop in Lagos, for
her help with the balloon arrangements, and to Colin
Packer, who provided the 1940’s background music at
very short notice”.
The RBL welcomed over 60 people

On Saturday, 8 June, Rotary Club
Estoi Palace International (RCPI)
together with the Rotary Club of Olhão
and Alliance Française hosted their 5th
annual iconic White Night Dinner at the
historic Museu de Traje in São Brás.
The evening was a fantastic
success with over 240 people
attending, exceeding last year´s
numbers. The guests dressed all in
white and brought white decorations
to create beautiful tables. They
shared homemade dishes under a
star-lit sky while enjoying a live music
performance from the outstanding
Fado singer Melissa Simplício. The all
new Rotary Voices Choir made their
debut during the event. This group is
composed of Rotary members from
across the entire Algarve.
RCEPI members were delighted to
welcome dignitaries and politicians
from across the Algarve to the event
including Vítor Guerreiro, Mayor of
São Brás, Conceição Cabrita,

President of Vila Real de Santo
Antonio; Rotary District Governess,
Ilda Braz, as well as two past Rotary
Governors; Abílio Lopes and Afonso
Macho.
The funds raised from this unique
event will go to support two different
causes: the Algarve Oncology
Association (AOA) and CARITAS in
São Brás. Thanks to the White Night
Dinner the AOA will receive money
towards outfitting a specialised mobile
van with skin and lung cancer
detection equipment – meanwhile
CARITAS will put the money raised
towards the purchase of a
multipurpose transportation vehicle.
For further information on these
organisations contact RC Estoi
Palace International at
moc@rotaryestoipalace.org, RC
Olhao at
rotaryclube.olhao@gmail.com,
Aliance Française Algarve at
algarve@aliancefr.pt

Associação Obrigado Bombeiros raises €3,250 for Silves Fire Truck Appeal
Associação Obrigado Bombeiros’
successful first music event this May
raised €2,250. This amount, together
with €1,000, raised from the weekly
quiz nights held by the Associação at
the Quinta Bar in Figeirinha, near
Silves, has been donated to the Silves
Fire Truck Appeal, to help fund a new
vehicle for Silves fire station.
The A-May-Zing live music
extravaganza was held on Saturday
18 May at Carvoeiro Tennis Club and
was generously supported by the
many musicians who performed and
by all those who participated by
attending and buying raffle tickets on
the night. The event was sold out!
Associação Obrigado Bombeiros
would like to thank musicians Murphy

and Friends, Meadowsweet, New
Moon, The Evidence, Althea Brown,
Ivan and Company and Tomé Band &
Beto Kalulu, and event sponsors
Carvoeiro Clube de Ténis, Dos Santos,
Flyboard Experience, Hexagone
Restaurant, Harrys Bar, Smilers Bar
and Ben & Jerry’s Ice cream, without
whose support the evening would not
have been possible.
The event coordinator Jackie
Meadows commented: “It was a truly
A-May-Zing evening where everyone
joined in, dancing to great music and
enjoying excellent food in a vibrant
party atmosphere.” She continued:
“One of the high spots of the evening
was the arrival of Silves Bombeiros
with their newly purchased fire truck. It

was wonderful for our supporters to be
able to view the truck they had helped
to purchase, sit inside it and talk to the
fire fighters.”
Associação Obrigado Bombeiros
has already planned its next event,
which will be a golf tournament with
lunch at the Pestana’s Gramacho
course in Lagoa on Saturday, 6 July.
To take part phone (+351) 965 628
998 or email rui.gago@pestana.com.
Check the Facebook Page for more
details.
If you would like more information about
Associação Obrigado Bombeiros or if
you would like to volunteer, attend the
weekly quiz or donate money, please
Tel: (+351) 964 877 032 or email:
obrigado.bombeiros@hotmail.com
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CHARITIES
APAA CHARITY SHOPS - Dunas
do Alvor: Tues to Sat 10.30am - 2pm.
Cerro Grande, Albufeira: Tues to Sat
10.30am - 2pm. Rua Elias Garcia, 20,
Silves: Mon to Sat 10am - 2pm.
Volunteers always welcome
info.apaaportugal@gmail.com
SUPPORT FOR FAMILIES in the
Algarve receives items for families in
need, Guia and surrounding areas. To
donate or discuss concerns about a
needy family contact Su Davis: 932
307 548, su.davis@sapo.pt
Facebook:support for families in the
Algarve.
A.A.G. CHARITY Shop Guia.
Situated in the Main Street, opposite
the Football Club Snack bar and close
to Crédito Agrícola Bank. Opening
hours Mon - Fri, 10am to 5.45pm, Sat
10am to 2pm. Closed Sun. Animal
charity feeding street animals. Patron
Bonnie Tyler.
PIANIST WANTED on a volunteer
basis for occasional Sunday services
at the Anglican Church of St Vincent’s
Chaplaincy, Praia da Luz. Email
pet.alex@sapo.pt
THE GOODWILL CHARITY.
R. Direita 5, Ed. Portus Magnus,
Portimão. (Close to Theatre). 968 740
693, 10am to 2pm. Clothes, bric a brac
and furniture in saleable cond., large
items collected.We would like to thank
you all for your donations and for
shopping, that has enabled us to help
the local community.
SECOND CHANCE charity shop at
Largo Das Ferreiras (on
roundabout), Ferreiras, Albufeira.
Open Tues to Fri, 10am to 4pm. Sat
10am to1pm. Supporting people in
need, also Bombeiros, Soup
kitchens, Riding for the disabled,
AHSA day care centre for the elderly
and more. Contact Maggie Cook
917 707 808.
PORTIMÃO SOUP KITCHEN Beco
São José, Rua São José, under old
bridge in Portimão. Come and help us
make sandwiches and serve food to
hungry but appreciative people. For
more info call Joy 917 358 098.
THE DONKEY SANCTUARY
needs all your unwanted items for
our shops in Ferragudo, Carvoeiro
and Lagoa. Larger items i.e.
furniture can be collected. The shop
funds allow us to feed our many
mouths at the Sanctuary. We
always need extra hands at our
shops so if you can spare 3-4 hours
a week give us a call. Chris 966
033 127.
ASMAA CHARITY and UP-Cycling
Hub. Volunteers are now needed for
our shop. Wed, Fri and Sat 11.30am
to 5pm, other days by appointment
only. Tel 969 320 231, email
info@asmaa-algarve.org Rua J.
Pereira Sampaio Bruno, Nº 53.
Portimão (Behind Bombeiros).
MADRUGADA ASSOCIAÇ
ÃO
ASSOCIAÇÃ
provides home-based, end of life,
palliative care to patients and their
loved ones free of charge. Your
donations would be very welcome.
Volunteers are also required. If you can
help call us on 282 761 375 or visit our
shops in Lagoa and Praia da Luz.
CADELA CARLOTA shop in
Lagos open Mon to Fri, 10am to 1pm /
3pm to 5pm. Almadena: Mon to Fri,
10am to 4pm, Sat, 10am to 1pm. We
always need extra hands in our shops.
ASSOCIAÇÃO DE CARIDADE
MÃOS de Ajuda. Helping Hands
Charity Shop, 13A Avenida Dr.
Eduardo Mansinho, Tavira. 100
metres from Porta Nova Post Office.
Open Monday, Wednesday, Saturday
10am to 1pm. Help us to Help others
in the Tavira Area. 963558138
FRENCH LANGUAGE Following
the French Government’s initiative to
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expand the French language, we
are looking for Volunteers to teach
French in Albufeira or Olhos de
Água to children and adults. No
experience or qualifications
necessary, just fluency in French
and a passion to meet and help
others learn this beautiful language.
Please contact Angelica fash.co@
gmail.com or 961636201.
THE
SHOP.
HE NANDI CHARITY SHOP
Summer clothing now in store.
Furniture can be collected with 30k
Lagos. Tel: 912 741 857

MUSIC
Aljezur International Choir
Choir.
Thursdays 2pm to 3.30pm. 914 285
640. wattys100@hotmail.com.
Tavira Pop Choir
Choir. Santa Catarina,
Sun 2.30pm - 4.30pm. Also, Fonte do
Bispo, Sun. at 2pm-4pm. Call Gillian
966 006 436.
The East Algarve International
choir
choir. Thursdays, Luz de Tavira, Call
Rineke Hofman 926 684 061.
eastalgarvechoir@gmail.com

Quinta Jacintina. Mondays
2.30pm, Hotel Quinta Jacintina, Vale
do Lobo. Contact Sally Roberts Tel:
289 350 090,
sally@blanchworth.co.uk

Walking Football Mondays, 50+,
Tavira. Tuesdays 60+ ONLY, Olhão
Thursdays, Olhão from 9.30 to
11.30am, €3.
www.walkingfootballalgarve.com,
christopher.wright@hotmail.co.uk
Tavira County Lawn Bowling
Club - Cerro do Leiria, Santa
Catarina, Fonte Bispo, Tavira. Rollups Mon, Wed & Fri. Joe Scott
963997582,
joe.scott121@btinternet.com
Crown Green at Alvor bowling
Club 10am. Peter or Janette 966
169 747 or 965 700 536.
Balaia Bowls Club
Club, Tuesdays and
Fridays 9.45am, Olhos de Água,
Albufeira. Jill 935701155.
Touch Rugby. Lagoa, Mondays
and Wednesdays 8pm - 10pm. Men
and women, all ages welcome.
Simon Wilkinson
wilks89@hotmail.com, 282 912 280 /
924 220 173.

Barbershop Chorus
Chorus. Tuesdays
7.30pm. Moncarapacho.
www.bellaacappella.net

afpop - Badminton in Silves.
Thursdays, 8pm to 10pm. 910 108
730 suesharman9@gmail.com, .

SOCIAL

Alvor Bowls Club
Club, Every
Wednesday and Sunday, 10am. 282
490 280 www.alvorlawnbowls.com

Royal British Legion Portugal
(Algarve) the Eastern Area
Area.
Lunches on the 1 st Sunday of each
month at various venues. Non
members welcome.
rblportugalsecretary@gmail.com
Chess Club
Club. Eastern Algarve.
chessalgarve@mail.com
Drawing the Nude
Nude. Olhão Thursday
mornings. jill.stott@gmail.com
Painting for Pleasure Classes,
water colours, oils or acrylics.
Wednesdays Mesquite near São Brás
from 10.30am to 12.30pm, 2.30pm to
4.30pm.. Terry Reed 289845561.
C.A.S.A. - the Algarve’s leading
Social Club for expats meets
monthly for dinners/lunches and social
events. info@casasocial.club,
282495475. www.casasocial.club

BRIDGE
DUPLICATE BRIDGE
Wednesday & Friday afternoons
at Vale d’El Rei Hotel.
Please contact
911 561 224 or 282 358 885.
Marina Club Suite Hotel Lagos
Lagos.
Tuesdays & Fridays 1.15pm.
963 977 642
Vilamoura Bridge Club
Club. Duplicate
bridge Tues. 1.45pm for 2pm start at
the Vilamar Hotel, Olhos D’ Agua.
Contact Mary Moore Mob. 919833122
Lagoa. Thursdays 1.45pm. 282 352
022 / 969 174 130.
Vale d´el Rei
Rei. Beginners 968 457 888.
Carvoeiro. Mondays & Thursdays
1.45pm for 2pm. 282 357 953 or
282 357 657.
Frank’s Bridge. Thursday’s 2.30pm
duplicate bridge, Hotel Quinta Jacintina,
Vale do Lobo. Frank Spelbos 937 802
110, spelbos@sapo.pt
Amigos do Museu Bridge.
Friday’s 2pm duplicate bridge, Museu
do Trajo at São Brás de Alportel.
Frank Spelbos 937 802 110,
spelbos@sapo.pt

John Greenslade

SPORT

Coro dos Amigos do Museu
Museu.
Thursdays from 6.30pm. Call Liesbeth
281971909
liesbethnoordijk@gmail.com

Royal British Legion Portugal
(Algarve) the Central Area
Area.
Lunches on the 3 rd Wednesday of
each month at various venues. Non
members welcome. Tel : 926 908
089 colinhearn998@gmail.com.

OBITUARY

Walking Football Wednesdays,
9.30am -11.30am. Lagos. 50+.
brian.efoster@yahoo.co.uk
Walking football Tuesdays and
Thursdays 9.30am. Vilamoura.
info@browns-club.com or
289322740.
Valverde Lawn Bowls Club Every weekday from 10am, Almancil.
Jen 282 332 628 or 937 264 287.
Algarve Hash House Harriers
meet weekly. 289 413 854 or 918
806 044. www.algarvehhh.org

WORKSHOPS & COURSES
Latin American and Ballroom
Dancing
Dancing. Tues. 10am - 1pm Alvor.
Wed 7pm - 8.30pm Carvoeiro.
Caroline 961 916 821,
strictlydancingcarvoeiro@hotmail.com
Scottish Country Dancing Mondays 7.30pm to 9.30pm, Lagoa.
Mardie Cunningham, 282356029/
964 278432
email: rosevale45@gmail.com

afpop Events
19 June 2019 - afpop Silves/
Cookery
Carvoeiro
Demonstration: Of a traditional
Portuguese meal, Portuguese starter,
Feijoada and a dessert . Drinks are
extra. The places are limited to 12
people with an award winning Chef. At
the end you get to eat the meal you
have seen prepared. Between 11am
and 3pm in Parchal. Please can you
let us know as soon as possible if you
would be interested in taking part at a
cost of €32 a head. If this date is over
subscribed we will arrange another
date as well. Heather and Les. Tel:
966 677 295 or email:
silves@afpop.com
21 June 2019 - afpop EA
Longest day Lunch: Barbacoa
Restaurant, Almancil at 12.30pm.
€28 members; €30 non-members.
Linda Cree,afpop Eastern Algarve
Events Organiser. Tel: (+351) 289
798374 or email:
eastalgarve@afpop.com

Sadly we are announcing the loss
of the English born painter John
Greenslade from Cheltenham who
died in his home in Portugal on the
night of May 18/19 2019.
John, or Jon G. as he signed his
later work, was a renowned figure in
the Algarve’s art world and is best
remembered for his stunning
seascapes and street scenes,
incorporating elements of the
subject he was depicting into the
actual painting. Thus a derelict boat
would be made up of planks he
retrieved from the beach, strewn in
with sand from the same, and a
street scene come to life as viewed
through an actual window frame
sloping down towards the sea,
giving his work a tactile quality.
John was born on 1 May 1945 as
one of four siblings and went to live
in Kenya until the age of seven when
his mother died and he and his
brother and sisters were sent
separately to Bernardo’s Foster
Homes in Britain. It was here that he
received his formal education and
his artistic talents were first
discovered when he was observed
drawing birds in the school yard.
After school he studied at
Gloucester College of Art & Design
and then went into advertising and
design as a freelance artist for
various companies. His later hand
painted signs still bear the imprint of
those formative years.
Some thirty years ago he moved
to the Algarve, to Lagos at first and

23 June 2019 - afpop Lagos
Carvery: Welcome glass of fizz.
Various starters, the 3 choices of
meats, and several puds afterwards.
Wine, beer or soft drinks are also
included. entertainment by Althea
Browne. €25 per member, €28 for
guests. Time 7pm - 11.30pm. Pat
Allen, afpop Lagos Events Organiser
Tel: 282697548 or email:
lagos@afpop.com
26 June 2019 - afpop Silves/
Carvoeiro lunch at Restaurant
João de Deus Messines: Lunch
at 12.30pm for 1pm. €16 Members €18
non-Members. Starter, main, dessert,
Coffee, Wine, Water or two Draught
Beers or two soft drinks per person
included. First two course meal
choices with bookings to: Heather
and Les, afpop Area Event
Organisers Silves/Carvoeiro, Tel: 966
677 295 or email silves@afpop.com
27 June 2019 - afpop Loulé
Lunch at Rest. Sol e Serra near
Querença: 12.30pm for 1pm. Price
18 euros per person. All bookings via

lived here ever since in his rural
home outside the little village of
Barão de São Miguel, where he was
a well known figure in the local
community. People loved and
appreciated his talents as an artist,
his witticism and his unquenchable
thirst for knowledge, new artistic
styles and local wine, all of which he
was a great connoisseur.
His paintings have found a home
in many private collections and were
on show all over Europe in his
lifetime. They are now to be seen in
a final retrospective at the cultural/
event Centre in Barão de São
Miguel, behind the church, on
Wednesday, 19 June until 20 June.
They will afterwards be exhibited in
the Cultural Centre of Almadena on
the 29/30 June.
His funeral will be held on 19 June
at the church of Barão de São Miguel
at 11am and the Expo will start at
around 1pm at the Cultural Centre.
This is a great opportunity to see
this great artist’s later work and to
participate in the celebration in
memory of a good friend with music,
food and drinks in the midst of his
creative genius – his paintings.
There will be a raffle and the
opportunity to win one of a hand
selected choice of his works.
All proceedings from the sale of
his paintings will go into a fund set up
to help further and develop local
talent in children who’d like to follow
in John’s footsteps and learn more
about the art of painting.

Bert Shubrook, afpop Area Event
Organiser Loulé. Email:
bertshubrook@gmail.com
ONGOING
ONGOING:: afpop East
Algarve monthly Coffee and
Chat Morning at Pedras da
Rainha Club House. just
outside Tavira: 26 June, 10.30am
to 12.30pm. Always the last
Wednesday each month organised by
afpop EA members. It doesn’t matter
if you don’t know anyone, everyone is
very friendly and there will always be
someone to welcome you and
introduce you to others. If you are
interested contact: Sherry: 916 913
612 / email:
slosantaclara@gmail.com

Food & Drink

Hello Summer Wine Party
Lisbon and Porto will be celebrating with the Hello Summer Wine Party, hosting
events on 28 and 29 June.

T

he gardens of the
Lisbon Marriott
Hotel will be the
venue for the
Lisbon leg of the event on
28 June, while Torreão in
Porto will host the event the
following day.
Thousands of visitors are
expected at the event
which is being held for the
fifth year in Lisbon and for
the first time in Porto and
takes place daily from 6pm
until 11pm with master
classes and tasting
sessions designed to
appeal to all lovers of wine.
There will also be live
music and entertainment
throughout the events, as
well as competitions and
talks from leading
professionals in the
industry.
Tickets for the Hello

Summer Wine Party are
available at
www.ticketline.sapo.pt

and cost from €10 per
person including a wine
glass.

Portuguese food and drink
favourites revealed
TripAdvisor company, TheFork, has revealed the five most popular dishes
and drinks on Instagram by Portuguese users in 2019.
The company analysed the frequency of
food and drink related hashtags on the
social media site to come up with the most
talked about foods.
At the top of the list was #fish with 8,500
tags, followed by #pasta with 5,400 tags,
the #salad (4,400), #pizza (3,200) and
lastly #toast with 1,900 tags.
When it came to drinks, cocktails topped
the list with Martini, Tequilla Sunrise and
Mojito being on top in Portugal.
The research found that in Portugal, fish,
salads, pastas and pizzas have similar

results to Spain, where paella, ham and
gourmet dishes are also highlighted. In
drinks, Martini, Tequila Sunrise and
Mojito coincide with the trends in Portugal,
with gin and tonic and sangria still
standing out for Spain.
In Italy, the trends remain in line with
Portugal in fish, salads, pizza and pasta, but
in Italy ice cream makes it into the top tier.
The study was conducted by Radarly
Search and took into account results from
Portugal, Spain, Italy, France, the
Netherlands, Belgium and Switzerland.
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Trees are trending

Designers at major garden shows are certainly not putting trees in the shade
this year - so take inspiration from the experts and style your garden with
some of the most popular trees and shrubs to make it a real showstopper.

Sambucus nigra 'Black Lace'. (Photo: iStock/ PA)

H

ere are five of the
favourites, which
were used in
various show
gardens at Chelsea Flower
Show and are the ones to
watch at more shows this
summer...
1. Betula (birch)
The silver birch (Betula
pendula) is a complete
showstopper, with its striking
white bark and diamondshaped leaves which turn
butter yellow in autumn.
It featured in five show
gardens at Chelsea this
year, and could well be a
winner with amateur
gardeners too as it grows in
most soils - but it is sensitive
to salt spray so it won’t thrive
in coastal gardens.
They are the ultimate tree
for winter because of their
bark in shades of white,
salmon, tan and cream.
They’re also suited to
gardens of different sizes

as they have a light canopy
and often a narrow spread,
and look wonderful
underplanted with winterflowering heather or with
bronze-leaved carex.
2. Mespilus germanica
(medlar)
Anyone who is interested in
heritage may have a go at
growing the medlar, which
has been cultivated in our
gardens for centuries.
Featured in several
gardens at Chelsea this
year, it has an unusual
umbrella shape with long
leaves and produces small
white leaves in early
summer followed by plumsized fruits in winter, which
look like outsize brown
rose hips and need a frost
to soften them up.
It grows to 6x8m, likes a
damp situation in a sunny
spot and there’s a bonus in
autumn when the leaves
turn to beautiful shades of
russet and gold.
3. Crataegus (hawthorn)
It may be thorny but the
hawthorn is also beautiful
and wildlife-friendly, with
its nectar-rich flowers and
nutritious autumn haws.
Often used as hedging - it’s
a great burglar-deterrent
thanks to its vicious, spiky
thorns - it will also thrive in
the most inhospitable
conditions and provides
valuable shelter and food
for wildlife.
4. Acer palmatum
(Japanese
maple)
These gorgeous trees are
so adaptable to our
gardens, whether in a pot
or in the ground. They have
a graceful habit with
striking foliage which
varies from yellow to

burgundy, as well as vivid
autumn colour.
Acers are also easy to grow
in pots, so if you have a
small garden you can make
a stand-alone feature of a
striking variety such as Acer
palmatum var. dissectum, a
dome-shaped bush of
finely cut mid-green leaves
which turn gold in autumn
and look fabulous in pots.
Other striking varieties
include A. palmatum
‘Bloodgood’, which is quite
vigorous, growing to
around 4.5m height and
spread, with deep purple
leaves that turn blood red in
autumn.
Acers are best planted in
full sun or dappled shade
and if you’re planting them
in a pot, use a compost
consisting of equal parts
John Innes No. 2 compost
and a soilless
multipurpose compost.
5. Sambucus nigra f.
porphyrophylla
If you want an eye-catching
contrast in leaf colour,
choose what is known as
black elder, which has
almost black, lacy leaves
and goes perfectly in a
burgundy border, as well
as producing delicate pink
flowers in May and June
and blackish-red autumn
berries.
Growing to around 3x2m,
their light structure makes
them brilliant companions
for roses, perennials and
white variegated shrubs.
They grow on any soil,
although this variety will do
best in a sunny spot and
need cutting back to ground
level in spring to produce
the best leaf colour.
PA/TPN

Hold the

W

hen it comes
to our homes
though, first
impressions
count: Your front door is the
first thing visitors see when
they arrive at your home
and the last thing they’ll
see when they leave, and
there’s a lot to be said for
kerb appeal when it comes
to buying and selling.
Want to give your front door
an upgrade? Here are four
things to consider...
1. Material matters
Doors have traditionally
been fashioned from
wood, but modern models
have expanded into
composite materials and
cheaper, more durable
substitutes, like UPVC. So
how do you choose?
“It’s a question of horses for
courses,” says Jill
McLintock, from windows
and doors company,
Everest. “UPVC doors are
very thermally efficient, very
secure and can be double
and triple-glazed, but
you’re limited on
appearance. Composite
doors have the look of
timber but demand less
maintenance, and
currently are the fastest
growing market for
entrance doors. Those
seeking a traditional look
tend to be very happy with
timber doors, but it is a
natural material and they
require a bit more TLC.”
For those looking to
cultivate a cutting-edge
aesthetic, modern metal
doors come with a whole
host of benefits. Though far
from cheap, companies are
able to build high strength
aluminium

Interiors

front door!
‘ThermoCarbon’ models, with
heavy-duty sound insulation, skyhigh energy efficiency, impressive
impact resistance and anti-breakin security features.
2. Repair or replace?
Looking to change your door? If
you’re fortunate enough to own a
house with a standard-size door,
you can pick up a replacement off
the rack, but more unusual
varieties may require more
individual treatment.
Budget-depending, you may
want to go bespoke, opening the
door to a brave new world of
possibilities. Oval-topped frames
can lend a more modern look,
studded models channel a
quasi-medieval vibe, while
mixing panels of varying depths
helps create interest and
contrast. How adventurous you
can be depends on the flexibility
of your doorway too, of course.
If possible, repairing your
existing door is generally the
cheaper option. Most likely this
will involve scraping away old
paint, filling cracks and some
gluing. You could do it yourself,
but these tasks require a fair
amount of finesse and are
usually best left to a professional.
After all, you don’t want your
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They say never judge a book by its cover, so why judge a house by its front door?
home to end up door-less and
vulnerable for any length of time.
3. Colour and kerb-appeal
Once you’ve settled on your door
(be it old or new), you can set
about making it the envy of your
neighbourhood. A fresh coat of
paint might be all it takes to
rejuvenate your home’s exterior.
Timber must be periodically
repainted, composites don’t need
to be but can be, while even UPVC
doors - which don’t fare well with
normal paint - can gain some
gloss with the right preparation.
“The main thing is to consider
your surroundings,” says Sonia
Pash, co-founder of interior
design firm, Temza Design &
Build. “Don’t choose colours in
isolation. What colour is the
balustrade, the fence, the house,
the neighbour’s house, the
neighbour’s door? Think what will
look good together.” (You just
have to hope your neighbour
doesn’t repaint their porch
turquoise a few hours later...)
On the other hand, your front-ofhouse should express the
personality of its occupant too, so
don’t afraid to rip up the rule book.
Pash says ‘statement’ colours are
increasingly popular, particularly
among city-dwellers looking to

stand out on identikit streets.
“They’re still a little less common
than safe options like black or
grey,” she says, “but bold doors
look just charming, and I always
encourage people to go colourful.
Don’t feel like it needs to relate to
anything inside the house - it can
absolutely be a one-off.”
4. The finishing touches
There are various accoutrements
that can help you get a handle on
your look, and from doorknobs to
number plates, they’re mostly
made of metal. “When it comes to
ironmongery, choose quality over
quantity,” says Pash. “A badly
carved lion head knocker that will
start chipping in a year is just sad,
so what you buy needs to be wellmade.”
The metallic letterbox is a time
honoured domestic staple, but
canny homeowners should be on
their toes. Unguarded letterboxes
can be used by criminals to hook
keys off nearby racks or tables, a
process widely known as ‘fishing’.
Position you letterbox
strategically, or put a ‘fishing
guard’ on the back of the plate.
You want to ensure your
metalwork is properly finished
too, so that everything coordinates. “You can’t buy new flat

Your front door is the first thing visitors see when they arrive at your
home. (Photo: IStock/PA)

front door numbers in brass and
keep your old chrome handle,”
says Pash. “It just looks bad - do
everything or nothing.”
Greenery by your door is good hanging baskets help cut through
an urban jungle, and if you have a
path or driveway, why not line it
with flowerbeds and shrubs?
Greenery on your door might be
better yet. You’ve heard of the
Christmas wreath, but the
increasingly a la mode Spring

wreath - a circular bouquet of
blossoming blooms - is
delightfully seasonal and Instafriendly.
A witty welcome mat is a must too,
while attractive lanterns can add a
final touch of brightness. “Don’t
forget the fanlight,” finishes Pash.
“It’s a great place to put a sticker
with your house number, much
easier to spot than the small
numbers on the front door.”
PA/TPN
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Animal World

Algarve Dog Show Success
A BIG THANK YOU to everyone who attended the 10th Algarve Dog Show last weekend. It was great to
see so many of you there. What a fantastic weekend we have had, the atmosphere was fantastic, a great
meeting place for all of those involved in animal welfare and also a great place to meet new friends.

IVAN was born 2015. Goofy,
loving personality. Great with all
dogs. (16kg) Sterilised, microchipped and vaccinated. If you
would like to meet him email:
cadelacarlota.comp@gmail.com

VALENTE is about 9kg and 4years-old. He is good with
female dogs and most male dogs,
he is very friendly with people
and would love a home to call
his own.
Please contact Kerry on
916731831 or via email
kerry@aeza.org

2019 Best in Show Saturday.

LEWIS is 12-weeks-old and
will be vaccinated and neutered.
So cuddly, very inquisitive.
Found with his mum in some
bushes. 5kgs. Will be medium
sized when adult.
Susan Martin (+351)
918435448 (SBAH)

T

here were a total
of 115 dogs
registered for the
show over the
weekend (an increase
from last year). Thank you
to Colin Cummins for
being our main show
judge this year and to Gail
Skinner for judging best
recall and the Big Sit.
Unfortunately Colin had to

leave us half way through
Sunday due to hurting his
back – we wish him a
speedy recovery. A
massive thank you to
Karla from EUROPET
TRANSPORT for stepping
in and judging the last
classes of the day.
This years Best in Show

for Saturday was Fly and
Best in Show for Sunday
was Safira.
Congratulations to our
Best in Show winners who
won lots of goodies and a
pet portrait from Leanne
Byrom.
Congratulations to all our
other winners.

A big thank you to all who
attended, together we
managed to raise 1,766€
for this years charity
Coração100dono and it
will go straight towards
the charities bill with the
vets.
There are so many people
who came together to give

their time to make this
possible – Colin and Gail
thank you again for being
our judges. Debora from
GIVE ME the PAW and
Wendy for running the ring
– and keeping us
entertained!! Leanne
Byrom who did all the
photographs. They are
available at online to view
at:- www.flickr.com/
photos/leaby-pics/
collections/
72157708958884522/
Thank you to our vets for
their continued support –
Rui and Paula from
Clinica Veterinaria de
Vilamoura. Thank you to
Nadia for running
registration. A big thank
you to Regina my right
hand woman for all her
help with set up and take
down.
This year we were able to
provide a full programme
of not only dog classes but
also fantastic dog
trainers. All these trainers
have dogs trained to do
different ranges of things
but all use POSITIVE
training methods. Thank
you to the team from GIVE
ME the PAW and
Awesome-Dogs.
The goal for the Algarve
Dog Show is to provide a
fun event while raising
much needed funds for
charities, but also to
provide an event where

Animal World

2019 Best in Show Sunday.

the charities can come to
show people who they are
and to show dogs that are
up for adoption. This year
resulted in several
adoptions for the charities
attending. Thank you to
the charities for their
support of the event.
Thank you also to the
exhibitors and show
sponsors who help make
the show possible and
help raise money for the
charities. Thank you also
to The Portugal News
who help us make this

possible. The biggest
thank you goes Sónia
from The Portugal
News who helped me
organise this event.
We at Paws 4 Pets would
like to thank everyone who
made this possible. We
really enjoyed this years
Algarve Dog Show and we
will be back next year with
more exciting things for
you.
juliep@paws4pets.pt
Paws 4 Pets 917 152 209 /
916 273 376
www.paws4pets.pt
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This Week’s profiles:

Trading Places

Solar Smart with Penguin

Penguin
For more information,
Tel: (+351) 289 092 595
email:
info@penguinalgarve.com
or visit:
www.penguinalgarve.com

Dr. Francis
Haley, Cascais
For more information,
Tel: 214863012 or visit: http://
clinic.cdhaley.pt

Solar hot water systems make obvious
sense in the Algarve with its year-round
sunshine. Robust and reliable, such
systems are simple to install and have
stood the test of time.
A solar hot water panel is basically a flat
glass-topped box with water pipes running
through. The water is warmed by the
intensified heat inside the panel. The
pipes continue to the water tank where,
by heat transference, the stored tank
water is heated in turn. At night, an electric
back-up system inside the tank
automatically activates (if necessary) to
ensure a constant supply.
Such systems offer an effective solution
for most properties and will, after repaying
the investment, provide free hot water for
many years to come. An inexpensive annual
maintenance ensures maximum efficiency.
However, in some circumstances there
can be a smarter solar alternative:
electricity-generating photovoltaic (PV)

panels, which power a low-energy heat
pump for the water tank. Nowadays there
are sleek-looking combination units
available, comprising a vertical tank with
integrated mini-heat pump.
This solution offers additional advantages, as such heat pumps can simultaneously supply water at different temperatures for separate applications - say, for
sanitary hot water, radiators or underfloor
heating.
A further advantage is that PV panels
also supply power for low-use home
applications such as a refrigerator,
devices on standby etc. In this way, the
system is still being of use even when the
property is unoccupied.
In all cases, the most appropriate solar
solution depends on the type of property,
the needs of its occupants, and of course
budget.
For the smartest solar advice – ask
Penguin!

Kit & Caboodle for pre-loved
furniture

Kit & Caboodle
For more information, Email:
sales@kitandcaboodle.pt or
Tel: +351 289393707.

Vanessa Vieira
For more information, Tel:
(+351) 918971720 or (+351)
928026923. Alternatively visit
her official Facebook Page at
www.facebook.com/
vanessavieirasolicitadora
DISCLAIMER:
While The Portugal News has
done its utmost to ensure the
information contained on this
page is correct, all advertorials
are supplied by advertisers.

Kit&Caboodle sells high
quality pre-loved furniture
from the warehouse of
Algarve Express
Transport & Removals in
Almancil. They have just
celebrated their 1st
birthday having opening
in May 2018.
“This last year has
been amazing” said
generalmanager Philippa
Taylor, “We have grown
considerably in size and
now have over 500m 2 of
floor space full of second
hand gems from beds to
dining room sets, sofas to
decorative items, such as
pictures, ornaments and
mirrors”. We are keen to
see these pieces, that often have a lot
of love and history attached to them, rehomed and put to good use again.
Continuing their strong environmental
ethos of Re-Think, Re-Cycle, Re-Use,
they have recently created an Up-cycling
Centre where they transform older furniture
pieces in to more modern day stylish
creations. “We’re very excited about the
coming months. This area will be available
for people to share their furniture
makeover stories and get involved in
projects.
We will be hosting classes in various
topics from basic DIY skills to chalk
painting your old dresser. We recently
bought a couple of beautiful wing chairs
but the fabric was quite dull, very old
fashioned and thread bare in a few
places. This has now been re-padded and
re-upholstered to a very high standard

using a beautiful soft tone floral print, the
results are amazing”.
There is a growing movement now of
being more conscious of the throw away
society we’ve become and moving back
to making more of existing, perfectly
reusable items. Second hand is now
becoming an environmental choice rather
than just a need to save money and grab
a bargain.
The beauty is you can achieve both,
you pay much less than a brand new
product and the quality and durability is
often far superior.
So next time you are shopping for a new
coffee table or sideboard why not check
out www.kitandcaboodle.pt or visit our
warehouse where there are many more
items on display.
To register for our upcoming classes,
please send an email or give us a call.

Dr Haley, English dentist in
Cascais
Since 2003 Dr. Francis Haley has
been providing general dental
services to the ex-patriot community
(and to increasing numbers of local
residents) in the Cascais region near
Lisbon.
After graduating from Guy’s Hospital
London, Dr. Haley spent several years
in general practice in Paris. During his
time there he did extensive postgraduate training and after moving to
Portugal he maintained contact with
the University of Paris by participating
in a 2 year on-line diploma course on
advanced dental technology. More
recently he has participated in several
‘hands-on’ courses in microscopic
dental procedures, endodontics and
periodontal plastic surgery with several
of Portugal’s top specialists.
For the past three years, Dr. Haley
has been joined on a part-time basis
by Dr. Jessica Wright, a young dentist of
dual Portuguese and British nationality.
She completed her studies at the Instituto
Superior de Ciências da Saúde Egas
Moniz in the Lisbon area, qualifying in
2016. In the Cascais clinic she helps
regularly with implant surgeries, an area
she is very enthusiastic about.
The clinic has recently been reequipped to maximise patient comfort and
efficiency of treatments. All radiological
imagery, including panoramic x-rays, are
digitalised and procedures are now
frequently performed using an operating
microscope.
Dr. Haley is particularly concerned with
patient communication ; with the aid of Xray images and photos of various aspects
of dental treatment the patient is well
informed of what is going on in the mouth.

The most important service performed by
a dental practitioner is, of course,
preventive care, however on a daily basis
dentists are frequently confronted with
more serious situations and with patients
requiring more comfort, better aesthetic
and functional solutions to their problems
and with the perennial concern of costeffectiveness.
Keeping abreast of new dental
techniques and material requires a certain
commitment, both time-wise and
financially, from practitioners; several
countries have even made post graduate
studies a legal obligation. It is in this
context that Dr. Haley and his colleague
Dr. Wright, regularly participate in
courses, congresses and clinical training
sessions. Their office is centrally located
near the ‘mercado’ and Cascais station.

Complete legal services with no
surprises
If you are looking for
a solicitor to help you
with any aspect of
your life in Portugal,
then turn to Vanessa
Vieira for reliable and
professional legal
advice.
With offices in
Armação de Pêra and
more than 10 years of
experience as a
solicitor, Vanessa
Vieira is able to offer
complete legal
services and prides
herself on making sure
that her clients never
receive any unwanted
surprises!
Originally from
Leiria, Vanessa Vieira
came to the Algarve a
decade ago and
began to work initially
in real estate
mediation, where she
was able to oversee
the entire bureaucratic
process, from
purchase proposal all
the way through to sale and beyond.
While Vanessa Vieira still specialises in
representing clients who are buying or
selling property in the Algarve, she is also
able to help clients with all their legal needs
and can work to prepare wills, in divorce
proceedings and thanks to her fluency in
Portuguese, English and French, she also
works extensively with translations.
Vanessa Vieira is also able to work with
clients who are looking to be able to

monetize a property they own in the
Algarve by helping to obtain Local
Accommodation Licenses for holiday
rentals or to offer help in setting up a
business in Portugal or alternatively
becoming a resident here.
“My strongest asset is the way in which
I approach a challenge. I am lucky to work
in an industry that I love and clients are
able to benefit from my passion for the
profession,” said Vanessa Vieira.

Health

7 signs not to ignore
Photo: iStock/PA

T

Blood in your stools
Perhaps the most well-known
symptom of bowel cancer is

bleeding from the bottom or
blood in the stools, which can
vary from a small amount on the
tissue after you wipe, to a
substantial amount mixed in with
your stool.
“Bowel cancer can start in the
large bowel (colon) or back
passage (rectal),” explains Elton.
“Usually, bright red blood
indicates bleeding in the lower
colon or rectum, while darker red
blood is a sign of bleeding in the
small bowel or upper colon. If you
notice any bleeding, book an
appointment with your doctor so
they can give you an examination
and find out what’s causing it.”
There are many other possible
reasons for rectal bleeding, such
as haemorrhoids, fistulas,
fissures, diverticulitis, Crohn’s
disease, ulcerative colitis,
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Bowel cancer is one of most common cause of cancer deaths but if caught
early enough, 95% of cases can be cured.

gastroenteritis, a sexuallytransmitted infection or polyps.

his means being aware
of the potential warning
signs, and getting them
checked out sooner
rather than later, really can make
the world of difference. Although
the disease mostly affects people
aged 50-plus - bowel cancer is
everyone’s business.
Consultant colorectal surgeons Mr
Colin Elton and Mr Daren Francis
highlight seven key warning signs
of bowel cancer that everybody
should be aware of.
The main message? These
symptoms don’t automatically
mean you have cancer and are
usually caused by something far
less serious.
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Change in bowel habits
“Although usually a symptom of
other less serious problems,
persistent constipation, diarrhoea
and bowel incontinence could
also be a sign of bowel cancer. It’s
important to tell your GP if you’ve
noticed these changes in your
bowel habits, especially if you’re
also experiencing bleeding from
your back passage,” says Francis.
A more common cause of
changing bowel habits is irritable
bowel syndrome (IBS), “Your
symptoms are far more likely to be
caused by this,” adds Francis, “but
it’s always important to check with
a specialist, just to be safe.”
Fatigue
Fatigue is a symptom of most
cancers, including bowel cancer.
But as most people experience
some degree of fatigue due to their
busy lifestyles, it can be a difficult
symptom to spot. “Cancer fatigue
isn’t like ordinary tiredness,”
explains Elton. “It doesn’t tend to
improve after a good night’s sleep
or a cup of coffee, and it’s often
described as ‘whole body
tiredness’. In some cases, it’s
been known to affect an
individual’s ability to participate in
normal activities.”
He stresses that anyone

concerned by the level of
exhaustion they’re feeling despite
getting lots of rest, should seek
medical advice to investigate the
cause.
Unexpected weight loss
Like fatigue, unexpected weight
loss is a generic cancer symptom
seen in a lot of cancer cases.
Francis says: “When you lose a
substantial amount of weight for
no apparent reason, you’re
experiencing unexplained weight
loss. For example, if you lose 10 or
more pounds and can’t
understand why, this would be
considered a concern. Usually, if
you’re experiencing a change in
bowel habits, blood in the stool, or
pain in the abdomen along with
unexplained weight loss, this
could be an indication of bowel
cancer.”
Lumps and bumps
Elton says some bowel cancer
patients may notice an unusual
lump or bump in their abdomen or
back passage, often caused by the
cancer tumour. “See your GP if any
lumps don’t go away or if they’re
affecting how you sleep or eat, as
this could be a sign bowel cancer
is present,” he says.
Abdominal pain or
discomfort
Abdominal pain, bloating, gas,

indigestion or general stomach
pain are very common, and are
usually a reflection of your diet.
Francis says symptoms that occur
occasionally, for example fewer
than twice a week, and easily
respond to over-the-counter
medication are rarely a cause for
concern.
“But if you’ve noticed these
symptoms on a more frequent or
severe basis - for example,
consistently waking you up at night
or causing you to use over-thecounter medications more than
twice a week - you should pay your
GP a visit, as it could be a sign of
bowel cancer,” he says, explaining
that the symptoms may occur if
bowel cancer tumours block part
of the bowel and cause disruptions
to the digestive system.
Nausea and vomiting
If nausea or vomiting is
accompanied by any of the other
bowel cancer symptoms, this
could potentially be a sign of bowel
cancer, usually because the
cancer tumour is causing a bowel
obstruction.
“Depending on the size and
severity of the tumour blockage,
solids, liquids and even gas may be
prevented from passing through
the colon,” says Elton. “This can
lead to painful stomach cramps
and constipation, and, in turn,
nausea and vomiting.” PA/TPN
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What you need to know about genetic disorders
You may have heard of a few genetic disorders, like cystic fibrosis, Down’s syndrome and haemophilia - but it’s unlikely you’ll know of them all, as
around 6,000 of these often devastating conditions affect millions of people across the globe.

Faith
Soloman
aged 11 who
has
Kleefstra
Syndrome,
with her
mum Donna.
(Photo:
London
Corporate
Photography/
Jeans for
Genes/PA)
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t’s estimated that one
in 25 children has a
genetic condition of
some sort, varying in
severity.
Some of the conditions are
inherited from both
parents, others from just
one, and some can occur
spontaneously as a new
genetic event in a child.
Anna Whaite, a Genetic
Disorders UK genetic
counsellor, shares what
she believes everybody
should know about genetic
disorders...
Genes and genetic
disorders vary wildly
Some genetic disorders are
apparent at birth, while
others are diagnosed at
different stages throughout

childhood, and even into
adulthood sometimes.
Whaite explains that we all
carry thousands of genes
(made of DNA and carried
on chromosomes inherited
from our parents), which
are instructions for how our
bodies grow and function.
“The exact code of our
genes varies from person to
person, which is why we’re
all different,” she says.
While some genetic
disorders are quite
common, others are
incredibly rare, and can
range from being mild to
devastating and lifethreatening. They can
affect any part of a person,
such as vision, hearing,
bone growth, skin
formation, muscles and

more. Some genetic
disorders are obvious,
altering appearance,
growth and mobility, while
others cause symptoms
that aren’t easy to see from
the outside, affecting
internal organs, thinking
processes or metabolism,
for instance.
We can’t change our
genes
Once a genetic disorder has
been diagnosed, there may
be treatments and
interventions available to
help manage the
symptoms, but sometimes
there’s no medication that
can help.
“Living with the disorder can
add a huge strain on an
individual’s and a family’s
day-to-day life,” says
Whaite. “We can’t simply
switch a gene off, take it out,
or mend it if it doesn’t work
properly, although gene
therapy and other research
continues to improve
options for the future.”
Chromosome changes
can cause some
genetic disorders
While many genetic
disorders are caused by
changes in single genes,

others are due to changes
to chromosomes, the
structures that carry genes.
For example, Down’s
syndrome is caused by
having an extra copy of
chromosome 21, instead
of the usual two.
Other chromosome
changes can mean parts of
a chromosome are deleted
or duplicated, or
sometimes swapped
around. This can have a
significant effect on
development and can
sometimes be detected
during pregnancy scans.
Gender matters
Some genetic disorders
affect males and females
differently, particularly if
they’re X-linked (caused by
a change in a gene found
on the X chromosome).
This is because females
have two ‘X’ chromosomes
and males have one ‘X’
and one ‘Y’ chromosome.
If there’s a genetic change

in a gene on the ‘X’
chromosome, for example
with Duchenne muscular
dystrophy - an X-linked
condition - a male would
show symptoms of this. ”
Some inherited
disorders are still a
mystery
While many genetic tests
are available to make or
confirm a diagnosis, there
are some inherited
disorders that can’t yet be
detected by a gene test.
Hypermobile Ehlers
Danlos syndrome is one
example of a condition that
can’t be diagnosed by a
genetic test, as the gene or
genes involved aren’t fully
understood.
Genetic disorders
aren’t always inherited
Some genetic disorders run
in families and have been
around for generations, like
Huntington’s disease. But
others happen when two

healthy carriers have a child
with a genetic disorder cystic fibrosis, for example.
Some occur due to a new
spontaneous change in the
DNA sequence of a gene,
called a de novo mutation,
which can happen around
conception.
Chance has no memory
When someone with a
genetic disorder has
children, the chance the
disorder will be passed on
is the same for each
pregnancy. If a recurrence
risk of a genetic disorder is
50%, this risk is the same
each time a baby is
conceived - it doesn’t mean
that if the first child is
affected ,the next will
automatically be OK.
“Some families can seem
to be ‘lucky’, others less so,
but the risks remain the
same each time - chance
has no memory,” Whaite
stresses.
PA/TPN
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Should we be adding essence to
our skincare routine
The fabled 12-step beauty routine that Korean women are said to complete every day - morning
and night - may not be compatible with the kind of lifestyle that involves repeatedly pressing
snooze and sometimes falling asleep with your make-up on.

B

ut there are some
skincare hacks
that are well worth
stealing from the
K-beauty world.
Sheet masks, for example,
are genius: Whack one
on, relax for a bit and voila! - you instantly look
dewy and refreshed, even
when you feel dehydrated
and sleep-deprived.
Everyone’s doing
#selfcaresunday sheet
masks these days, but did
you know there’s another
brilliant K-beauty staple
that only real beauty buffs
have cottoned onto?
We’re about to let you in
on a skincare secret, the
magic ingredient that’s
missing from your
bathroom shelf - it’s
called an essence.
What’s it all about? We
spoke to two skincare
experts to find out...
What is an essence?
“Essences are an

essential step of Korean
skincare and at the heart
of the double hydration
process,” explains
Rebekka Young, skincare
expert at Korean brand
Erborian.
“They act as hydration
boosters and prepare skin
tissues to receive heavier
formulations, as well as
delivering targeted active
ingredients.”
With a thin, water liketexture, an essence may
look like a toner or makeup remover, but its
primary purpose is
hydration, so it’s great if
you have dry skin and
could benefit from an
extra hit of moisture.
“An essence also works
on your skin as a primer,
preparing the skin to
receive the beneficial
ingredients from your
chosen moisturiser or
serum,” says Kat Burki,
founder and CEO of Kat
Burki Skincare.

An essence also works on your skin as a primer, preparing
the skin to receive the beneficial ingredients from your
chosen moisturiser or serum
serum.. (Photo: PA)

“Put simply, an essence
will provide targeted, high
impact results and create
a more permeable
surface for your
moisturiser to be
absorbed.”
How should an
essence be used?
Because it acts like a
primer, an essence
should come after
cleansing and before your
moisturiser or serum - you
only need a small
amount.

“Pour the lotion into your
hands and apply to entire
face and neck, avoiding
the eye area,” says Young.
“Lightly press your skin
with your hands, then pat
your face until it’s
absorbed. Quickly follow
with the rest of your
hydration routine.”
Alternatively, you can use
a cotton pad, Burki says:
“Simply apply to the skin
with a soaked cotton pad,
buffing it onto the face
until fully absorbed.”
PA/TPN
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TakeABreak brought to you by
Last week’s cryptic crossword solutions
Across: 1 Suet; 3 Physical; 8 Aids; 9 Disarmed; 11 Down the hatch;
13 Siding; 14 Chapel; 17 Prime numbers; 20 Road sign; 21 Wilt; 22 Detonate;
23 Deed.
Down: 1 Star-dust; 2 Endowed; 4 Heifer; 5 Stay-at-home; 6 Comic; 7 Lady;
10 Stonemason; 12 Closeted; 15 Precise; 16 Knight; 18 React; 19 Brad.
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CODEWORD

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

QUICK CROSSWORD
ACROSS
7. Choice (6)
8.
10.
11.
12.
13.
17.
18.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Whimsical (6)
Part (7)
Uncertainty (5)
Name (4)
Object (5)
Valiant (5)
Gaming cubes (4)
Throng (5)
Uncommon (7)
Caper (6)
War-cry (6)

DOWN

1. Firm (7)
2. Alarm (7)
3. Droll (5)
4. Tedious (7)
5. Devout (5)
6. Express (5)
9. Try (9)
14. Yield (7)
15. Impart (7)
16. Effective (7)
19. Range (5)
20. Ethical (5)
21. Soil (5)

SUDOKU

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column, and every 3x3 box
contains the digits 1 through 9. Answers next week.

Medium

Last Week’s Codeword Solution

DOWN
1. It sees or can be seen in the dark (4-3)
2. It's not a positive answer (7)
3. Prepares to publish new diets (5)
4. Flag officers? (7)
5. Upset a lighter (5)
6. Condition put into words (5)
9. It may be adjusted for the rest of the
holiday (9)
14. Generous in providing a form of
Braille (7)
15. He runs off, heading off the sprinter (7)
16. Concentrated in time (7)
19. A rash sort of girl (5)
20. Body in the baggage (5)
21. Clean growth (5)

Last week’s quick crossword solution
Across: 4 Drab; 3 Economic; 8 Avid;
9 Commerce; 11 Gratefulness; 13 Thesis;
14 Clever; 17 Withstanding; 20 Overflow;
21 Sign; 22 Disclose; 23 Ages.
Down: 1 Draughts; 2 Animate; 4 Chorus; 5 No
man's land; 6 Marks; 7 Chew; 10 Delightful;
12 Brigands; 15 Voicing; 16 Stoops; 18 Ideas;
19 Mood.

ACROSS
7. Changes which should be made
by wrongdoers (6)
8. Place for a writer to take a dip (6)
10. Sink a vessel carrying coal (7)
11. Piece of land apparently not
untenanted (5)
12. Period from very early times (4)
13. Hides one's relatives on board (5)
17. A view that makes sense (5)
18. Press club (4)
22. Possibly eager to correspond (5)
23. Is it the smell that makes people
furious? (7)
24. Book of the year (6)
25. Do they use pitchforks when
working? (6)

Hard
Last week’s solutions

Property of the Week
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Villa with pool and beautiful golf views
This week, Property of the Week features a luxurious and contemporary villa, located in a residential area in Vilamoura, Algarve.
It is a multi-family building, designed
by the famous Portuguese architect
Vasco Vieira who was inspired by the
magnificent view, the sun exposure and
the wonderful landscape.
The property consists of 3 floors;
basement, ground floor and 1st floor,
with connection between the exterior
and the interior of the property.
In the basement there is a garage for 2
cars, possibility of building a gym, a
cinema room, a bedroom with direct light,
engine room and ventilation system.
The ground floor consists of an
entrance hall, a bedroom with en-suite
bathroom, dining room with plenty of
light, living room with central and
modern fireplace, equipped and large
kitchen with direct access to the exterior
of the villa.
On the first floor there is a large hall,
a service bathroom, a master bedroom
en-suite with a large closet, a bedroom

with private bathroom. Both bedrooms
have plenty of light, large terrace and a
magnificent panoramic view over the
golf course.
The property is also in a fantastic
location, benefiting from a beautiful,
totally private garden with plenty of
light, a heated pool with salt water, golf
view, wooden deck, jacuzzi, water
source with remote control, sustainable
drainage system, electric gates, video
intercom, Internal Security System,
double glazing throughout the house,
electric shutters, air conditioning,
underfloor heating, solar panels, and
possibility to use the large roof terrace
with distant sea view.
This Fantastic Villa is located just 13
minutes from the magnificent beaches of
the Algarve, 2 minutes from the golf
course, 8 minutes from the International
School and 30 minutes from Faro
International Airport.

For more information about this beautiful property (Ref: 14662-SV395) priced at €1.925,000, please contact
Fastighetsbyran on: (+351) 289 321 327 or email: janni.andersson@fastighetsbyran.se

Prestige Property
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AMI 7557

Tel: 00351 289 314 312
Fax: 00351 289 314 260
info@silverholidays.com
www.silverholidays.com
Rua do Brasil,
Casa Italiana, Loja 5,
8125-479 Vilamoura

Vilamoura

€250.000

*** New Listing***
A Very spacious top floor 2 bedroom /
2 bathroom duplex apartment.
Situated in a residential area of
Vilamoura. The apartment has 2 good
size south facing balconies which
overlooks the communal swimming
pool and landscaped gardens.

Fonte Santa

€255.000

*** New Listing ***
A partly refurbished two bedroom
townhouse situated in a friendly and
well established residential area
within walking distance the beach in
Fonte Santa. The property is laid out
over two floors and enjoys a beautiful
secluded back garden. A must see!

Vilamoura

€615.000

*** Great Opportunity ***
A well located 4 bedroom / 3
bathroom detached villa close to
surrounding bars and restaurants. A
large south facing swimming pool and
a beautiful garden. This property
would suit someone who is happy to
renovate to upgrade this property.

Vilamoura

€345,000

*** Stunning Property ***
3 bedroom / 2 bathroom apartment
located in a private condominium in a
peaceful area of Vilamoura. In walking
distance to the marina and beach.
This spacious apartment has a large
south facing terrace with lovely views
of the pool and communal gardens.

Vilamoura

€255.000

*** Good Investment ***
2 bedroom / 2 bathroom top floor
apartment situated in a residential
area of Vilamoura and within walking
distance of the Marina and amenities.
With large south – west facing
balcony overlooking the communal
swimming pool. Comes fully furnished

Prestige Property
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Invest in Resort
living at an
affordable
price
Boavista Golf and Spa
Resort´s onsite sales
office has a range of
beautiful re-sale
apartments in Fairviews
Village. This lovely area
of the resort is located
only a short walk from the
club-house, spa and
restaurant.
Pleasantly situated
opposite the tennis courts
and clustered around an
attractive outdoor pool,
some of the properties
enjoy golf front views,
while others have
fabulous vistas over the
bay of Lagos.

Property Highlight

A 24-hour security
patrol is included in the
yearly condominium fees
which covers all of the
external building
maintenance, insurance
and care of the attractive
garden areas. This allows
residents to relax and not
have to worry about
upkeep.
There are first floor and
ground-floor apartments
for sale and most are sold

furnished. Boavista´s onsite management and
housekeeping services
are also available to
residents.
Starting at just
€225,000 these
apartments offer the
benefits of resort living
for an affordable price.
Vaupro
+351 282 000 170/172
sales@boavistaresort.pt
www.algarvegolfproperty.pt

TV Guide brought to you by
SATURDAY 15
BBC One
06.00
10.00
11.30
12.00
13.00
13.15
13.45
16.00
17.00
18.40
18.55
19.45
20.25
21.15
22.00
22.15
22.20
00.05

Breakfast.
Saturday Kitchen Live.
Nadiya’s British Food
Adventure.
Homes Under the Hammer.
BBC News; Weather.
Bargain Hunt.
Match of the Day Live: FIFA
Women’s World Cup.
Escape to the Country.
FILM: The Jungle Book
(2016).
BBC News.
Pointless Celebrities.
The Hit List.
Casualty.
Killing Eve.
BBC News; Weather;
National Lottery Update.
FILM: Billy Elliot (2000).
FILM: When in Rome.

BBC Two
06.45
07.00
07.25
07.55
08.20
08.50
09.20
10.20
11.20
13.00
14.00
15.00
16.00
18.00
19.00
20.00
20.30
21.30
22.00
23.00
00.45

The Zoo.
All Over the Place: UK.
The Dengineers.
Mustangs FC.
The Dog Ate My Homework.
Deadly Top 10.
Astronauts: Do You Have
What It Takes?
The World According to Kids.
FILM: The Odd Life of
Timothy Green (2012).
Athletics: Diamond League
Oslo Highlights.
The #100K House: Tricks of
the Trade.
Equator from the Air.
Triathlon: Nottingham Mixed
Relay Live.
Queen Victoria: My Musical
Britain.
The Planets.
Dad’s Army.
Royal Academy Summer
Exhibition 2019.
QI.
When Andy Won Wimbledon.
FILM: Kajaki (2014).
FILM: Mia Madre (2015).

ITV London
06.00
08.25
08.30
09.25
11.35
12.35
13.05
13.35
13.45
15.30
16.30
17.30
18.25
18.35
18.45
19.30
20.00
21.35
22.30
22.45

CITV.
ITV News.
The Sara Cox Show.
James Martin’s Saturday
Morning.
John and Lisa’s Weekend
Kitchen.
Save Money: Good Diet.
Love Your Garden.
ITV News and Weather;
Weather.
FILM: Babe (1995).
Tenable.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News and Weather.
ITV News London; Weather.
Catchphrase.
Harry Hill’s Alien Fun
Capsule.
The Voice Kids.
Piers Morgan’s Life Stories.
ITV News and Weather;
Weather.
FILM: The Hobbit: The
Battle of the Five Armies
(2014).

Channel 4
06.10
07.00
07.45
08.10
08.35
09.35
10.05
11.00
11.30
11.55
12.25
12.55
14.30
15.30
16.35
17.35
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
23.05
00.00

Everybody Loves Raymond.
The Big Bang Theory.
Frasier.
Frasier.
ICC Cricket World Cup.
The Simpsons.
The Simpsons.
YoungSheldon.
YoungSheldon.
Four in a Bed.
Four in a Bed.
Four in a Bed.
Big House, Little House.
Sun, Sea and Brides to Be.
A Place in the Sun: Winter
Sun.
The Supervet.
Channel 4 News.
Dunkirk: The Forgotten
Heroes.
Britain’s Most Historic
Towns.
FILM: Deadpool (2016).
Ramsay’s 24 Hours to Hell
and Back.
ICC Cricket World Cup.

BBC Four
19.00
20.00
21.00
23.00
00.00
00.30

Natural World: Walrus - Two
Tonne Tusker.
Dinosaurs - The Hunt for Life.
Inspector Montalbano.
Fathers and Songs: Music for
Father’s Day.
TOTP2: The 60s.
Top of the Pops: 1988.

SUNDAY 16
BBC One

06.00 Breakfast.
09.00 BBC News.
10.00 The Andrew Marr Show.
11.00 Sunday Politics.
11.30 Sunday Morning Live.
12.30 Bargain Hunt.
13.00 BBC News; Weather.
13.15 Songs of Praise.
13.50 Points of View.
14.05 Eat Well for Less?
15.05 Garden Rescue.
15.35 Money for Nothing.
16.20 Escape to the Country.
17.05 The Repair Shop.
17.50 Pointless Celebrities.
18.35 BBC News.
19.00 Countryfile.
20.00 Antiques Roadshow.
21.00 Gentleman Jack.
22.00 BBC News.
22.30 FILM: Woman in Gold.
00.10 Behind the Mascara: Meet
Jamie Genevieve - Our Lives.

BBC Two
06.15
07.00
08.00
09.00
10.30
11.30
12.50
14.35
15.15
16.45
19.00
20.00
21.00
21.45
22.30
23.15

Glorious Gardens from
Above.
Gardeners’ World.
Countryfile.
Saturday Kitchen Best Bites.
Rick Stein: From Venice to
Istanbul.
FILM: Whisky Galore!.
FILM: Pal Joey (1957).
Flog It!
Canoe Slalom World Cup
Highlights.
Match of the Day Live: FIFA
Women’s World Cup.
Equator from the Air.
Top Gear.
The Ranganation.
What We Do in the Shadows.
I’ll Get This - Extra Helping.
FILM: What We Do in the
Shadows (2014).

ITV London
06.00
08.25
08.30
09.25
11.20
11.50
13.45
13.55
15.40
16.40
17.40
18.05
18.30
22.00
22.20
22.45
23.50

CITV.
ITV News.
The Sara Cox Show.
John and Lisa’s Weekend
Kitchen.
Gino’s Italian Coastal Escape.
Midsomer Murders.
ITV News and Weather;
Weather.
FILM: Babe: Pig in the City.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
Harry Hill’s Alien Fun
Capsule.
ITV News and Weather.
Soccer Aid for UNICEF 2019.
ITV News and Weather.
Heathrow: Britain’s Busiest
Airport.
Wild Bill.
Tenable.

Channel 4
06.05
06.30
06.55
07.20
07.45
08.05
08.30
09.00
09.30
12.30
13.00
13.30
14.00
14.30
15.30
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.30
20.00
21.00
22.05
22.30
23.35
01.25
02.20

Everybody Loves Raymond.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
The Big Bang Theory.
The Big Bang Theory.
The Big Bang Theory.
The Simpsons.
The Simpsons.
The Simpsons.
Sunday Brunch.
The Simpsons.
The Simpsons.
The Simpsons.
The Simpsons.
Bake Off: The Professionals The Final.
A Place in the Sun.
A Place in the Sun: Winter
Sun.
Coast vs Country.
Channel 4 News.
Live: Britain’s Next PM - The
Channel 4 Debate.
Great Canal Journeys: Asian
Odyssey.
The Handmaid’s Tale.
8 Out of 10 Cats.
ICC Cricket World Cup.
FILM: St Vincent (2014).
The Restoration Man.
Grand Designs Australia.

BBC Four
19.00
20.00
21.00
23.00
00.00
01.00
02.00
03.00

Engineering Giants: Jumbo
Jet Strip-Down.
Inside Chernobyl’s Mega
Tomb.
BBC Cardiff Singer of the
World 2019.
Discovering Graal Theatre Kaija Saariaho.
Anjelica Huston on James
Joyce: A Shout in the Street.
Treasures of Ancient Greece.
Forest, Field & Sky: Art Out of
Nature.
Engineering Giants: Jumbo
Jet Strip-Down.

MONDAY 17
BBC One
06.00
09.15
10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.35
23.00
23.20

Breakfast.
Critical Incident.
Homes Under the Hammer.
A1: Britain’s Longest Road.
Caught Red Handed.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Doctors.
Impossible.
Escape to the Country.
Garden Rescue.
Flog It!
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
Punjab United - Our Lives.
EastEnders.
Easy Money, Tough Debt? Panorama.
War on Plastic with Hugh and
Anita.
BBC News at Ten.
Famalam.
Ellie & Natasia.
The Graham Norton Show.

BBC Two
06.00
06.45
07.30
08.30
09.00
10.00
11.00
12.15
13.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.10
23.15
00.15

Bargain Hunt.
Critical Incident.
Antiques Roadshow.
This Week in Parliament.
BBC News at 9.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live.
Tennis: Queen’s.
Eggheads.
The Repair Shop.
Top Gear.
The Family Brain Games.
Thatcher: A Very British
Revolution.
I Love 1989.
Newsnight.
Weather.
Chris Packham: Asperger’s
and Me.
Health: Truth or Scare.

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30
13.55
14.00
15.00
15.59
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.30
22.45
23.45

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
Tenable.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News;
Weather.
ITV News London; Weather.
Judge Rinder.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
ITV London Weather.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London; Weather.
ITV Evening News; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
Love Your Garden.
Coronation Street.
Long Lost Family.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
ITV News London; Weather.
Piers Morgan’s Life Stories.
Tenable.

Channel 4
06.25
07.20
08.40
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.35
23.30
00.30

Cheers.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Couples Come Dine with Me.
Posh Pawn.
Countdown.
Fifteen to One.
A Place in the Sun.
Four in a Bed.
Beat the Chef.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
How Safe Are Your
Medicines?: Dispatches.
Tricks of the Restaurant
Trade.
999: What’s Your
Emergency?
Year of the Rabbit.
8 Out of 10 Cats Does
Countdown.
ICC Cricket World Cup.
Battle of the Super Eaters:
3000 Calories a Minute.

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
19.45
22.05
22.35
23.05
00.05
01.05

Beyond 100 Days; Weather.
Wild Scotland.
Match of the Day Live: FIFA
Women’s World Cup.
The Alan Clark Diaries.
The Alan Clark Diaries.
Colour: The Spectrum of
Science.
Tales from the National
Parks.
Pacific Abyss.

TUESDAY 18
BBC One
06.00
09.15
10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
22.35
23.00
23.35
00.35
00.40

Breakfast.
Critical Incident.
Homes Under the Hammer.
A1: Britain’s Longest Road.
Caught Red Handed.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Doctors.
Impossible.
Escape to the Country.
Garden Rescue.
Flog It!
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
EastEnders.
Our Next Prime Minister.
Years and Years.
BBC News at Ten.
National Lottery Update.
Hot Property.
Hayley Goes..
The Insider: Reggie Yates in
a Texan Jail.
Weather for the Week
Ahead.
BBC News.

BBC Two
06.00
06.30
07.15
08.00
09.00
10.00
11.00
12.15
13.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.10
23.15
00.20

18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.20
23.05
00.05
00.35
01.30
03.00

11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.05
00.05

19.45
22.05
23.05
00.05
01.05

06.00
09.15
10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.30
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
22.05
22.30
22.35
22.40
23.10
23.45

Breakfast.
Critical Incident.
Homes Under the Hammer.
A1: Britain’s Longest Road.
Caught Red Handed.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
BBC Regional News and
Weather.
Doctors.
Impossible.
Escape to the Country.
Garden Rescue.
Flog It!
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
BBC Regional News and
Weather.
The One Show.
Match of the Day Live: FIFA
Women’s World Cup.
BBC News.
BBC Regional News and
Weather; Weather;
National Lottery Update.
Hometown.
Hometown.
War on Plastic with Hugh and
Anita.

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
Tenable.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News.
ITV Racing Live: Royal
Ascot.
ITV News London; Weather..
Emmerdale.
Save Money: Good Diet.
Emmerdale.
Her Majesty’s Cavalry.
Dark Angel.
ITV News; Weather.
Death Row: Countdown to
Execution.
The Island Strait.
Tenable.
Jackpot247.
Loose Women.

00.15

Cheers.
Cheers.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Frasier.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Couples Come Dine with
Me.
Posh Pawn.
Countdown.
Fifteen to One.
A Place in the Sun.
Four in a Bed.
Beat the Chef.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Ackley Bridge.
24 Hours in A&E.
First Dates.
ICC Cricket World Cup.
Live from Abbey Road
Classics.

BBC Four
19.00
19.30

BBC One

BBC Two

Channel 4
06.25
06.55
07.20
07.45
08.10
08.40
09.10
09.40
10.10

WEDNESDAY 19

Monday in Parliament.
Critical Incident.
The Super League Show.
Eat Well for Less?
BBC News at 9.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live.
Tennis: Queen’s.
Eggheads.
The Repair Shop.
Inside the Factory.
The Family Brain Games.
The Planets.
Live at the Apollo.
Newsnight.
Weather.
Top Gear.
Big Animal Surgery Elephant.

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.00
13.30
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Beyond 100 Days; Weather.
Horizon: Volcanoes of the
Solar System.
Match of the Day Live: FIFA
Women’s World Cup.
Empire of the Tsars:
Romanov Russia with Lucy
Worsley.
Forces of Nature with Brian
Cox.
Ice Age Giants.
Horizon: Antarctica Ice
Station Rescue.

06.00
06.30
07.15
08.00
08.30
09.00
10.00
11.00
11.15
13.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.10
23.15

01.15

Tuesday in Parliament.
Critical Incident.
Flog It!
Britain in Bloom.
Defenders UK.
BBC News at 9.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live.
Tennis: Queen’s.
Eggheads.
The Repair Shop.
Inside the Factory.
The Family Brain Games.
Summer of Rockets.
Mum.
Newsnight.
Weather.
Thatcher: A Very British
Revolution.
Royal Academy Summer
Exhibition 2019.
What We Do in the Shadows.

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.00
13.20
13.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.30
22.45
23.40
00.40

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
Tenable.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News;
Weather.
ITV News London; Weather.
ITV Racing Live: Royal
Ascot.
ITV News London; Weather.
ITV Evening News; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
Heathrow: Britain’s Busiest
Airport.
Coronation Street.
Wild Bill.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
ITV News London; Weather.
Peston.
Tenable.
Play to the Whistle.

Channel 4
06.25
06.55
07.20
08.40
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.05
00.05

Cheers.
Cheers.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Couples Come Dine with Me.
Posh Pawn.
Countdown.
Fifteen to One.
A Place in the Sun.
Four in a Bed.
Beat the Chef.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
The Supervet: Noel
Fitzpatrick.
The Restaurant that Makes
Mistakes.
Celebrity Gogglebox.
24 Hours in A&E.
ICC Cricket World Cup.

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
22.05
23.05
00.05
01.05

Beyond 100 Days; Weather.
Match of the Day Live: FIFA
Women’s World Cup.
Madagascar.
Britain’s Lost Masterpieces.
Andrew Marr’s Great Scots:
The Writers Who Shaped a
Nation.
Utopia: In Search of the
Dream.

THURSDAY 20
BBC One
06.00
09.15
10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.25
22.35
23.35

Breakfast.
Critical Incident.
Homes Under the Hammer.
A1: Britain’s Longest Road.
Caught Red Handed.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Doctors.
Impossible.
Escape to the Country.
Garden Rescue.
Flog It!
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
EastEnders.
Holby City.
Ambulance.
BBC News at Ten.
BBC Regional News and
Weather; Weather.
Question Time.
This Week.

BBC Two
06.00
06.30
07.15
08.00
09.00
10.00
11.00
12.15
13.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.15
00.00
00.20
00.45

Wednesday in Parliament.
Critical Incident.
Bargain Hunt.
Equator from the Air.
BBC News at 9.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live.
Tennis: Queen’s.
Eggheads.
The Repair Shop.
Inside the Factory.
The Family Brain Games.
Who Should Get to Stay in the
UK?
Mock the Week.
Newsnight.
The Ranganation.
What We Do in the Shadows.
What We Do in the Shadows.
Thatcher: A Very British
Revolution.

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.00
13.20
13.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.30
22.45
23.10
00.10

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
Tenable.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News;
Weather.
ITV News London; Weather.
ITV Racing Live: Royal Ascot.
ITV News London; Weather.
ITV Evening News; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Is Your Car Safe? Tonight.
Emmerdale.
The Cruise: Sailing the
Mediterranean.
Death Row: Countdown to
Execution.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
ITV News London; Weather.
The Late Debate.
Long Lost Family.
Tenable.

Channel 4
06.25
06.55
07.20
08.40
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.05
00.05
01.05
01.55
02.20
03.10
03.40

Cheers.
Cheers.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Couples Come Dine with Me.
Posh Pawn.
Countdown.
Fifteen to One.
A Place in the Sun.
Four in a Bed.
Beat the Chef.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
George Clarke’s Old House,
New Home.
Catch-22.
999: What’s Your
Emergency?
First Dates.
ICC Cricket World Cup.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Tricks of the Restaurant
Trade.
Undercover Boss Canada.
How Safe Are Your
Medicines?: Dispatches.
French Collection.

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
19.45
22.05
00.05
01.05

Beyond 100 Days; Weather.
Nature’s Weirdest Events.
Match of the Day Live: FIFA
Women’s World Cup.
BBC Cardiff Singer of the
World 2019.
The Battle for Stonehenge.
Peaky Blinders.

37

FRIDAY 21
BBC One

06.00 Breakfast.
09.15 Critical Incident.
10.00 Homes Under the Hammer.
11.00 A1: Britain’s Longest Road.
11.45 Caught Red Handed.
12.15 Bargain Hunt.
13.00 BBC News at One; Weather.
13.45 Doctors.
14.15 Impossible.
15.00 Escape to the Country.
15.45 Garden Rescue.
16.30 Flog It!
17.15 Pointless.
18.00 BBC News at Six; Weather.
19.00 The One Show.
19.30 Garden Rescue.
20.00 A Question of Sport.
20.30 EastEnders.
21.00 Still Game.
21.30 Mrs Brown’s Boys.
22.00 BBC News at Ten.
22.30 National Lottery Update.
22.35 The Graham Norton Show.
23.25 Killing Eve.
00.10 FILM: Billy Elliot (2000).

BBC Two
06.00
06.30
07.15
08.00
09.00
10.00
11.00
12.15
13.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.30
21.30
22.15
22.30
23.00
23.05
01.30

Thursday in Parliament.
Critical Incident.
Flog It!
Gardeners’ World.
BBC News at 9.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live.
Tennis: Queen’s.
Eggheads.
The Repair Shop.
Pubs, Ponds and Power: The
Story of the Village.
Nile: Earth’s Great Rivers.
Gardeners’ World.
The Looming Tower.
The Mini Mash Report.
Newsnight.
Weather.
FILM: Papillon (1973).
Easy Money, Tough Debt? Panorama.

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.00
13.20
13.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.35
22.20
22.50
23.10
01.30

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
Tenable.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News;
Weather.
ITV News London; Weather.
ITV Racing Live: Royal
Ascot.
ITV News London; Weather.
ITV Evening News; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
Foyle’s War.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
ITV News London; Weather.
FILM: Van Helsing (2004).
Jackpot247.

Channel 4
06.25
06.55
07.20
07.45
08.10
08.40
09.10
09.40
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.05
00.10
02.00
02.30
03.25
04.20
05.10

Cheers.
Cheers.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Frasier.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Couples Come Dine with Me.
Posh Pawn.
Countdown.
Fifteen to One.
A Place in the Sun.
Four in a Bed.
Beat the Chef.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Celebrity Crystal Maze.
Celebrity Gogglebox.
The Last Leg.
ICC Cricket World Cup.
FILM: Side Effects (2013).
Year of the Rabbit.
Ackley Bridge.
Grand Designs Australia.
French Collection.
Fifteen to One.

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.00
00.30
01.00

World News Today;
Weather.
Top of the Pops: 1988.
Elvis: That’s Alright Mama 60
Years On.
I Can Go for That: The
Smooth World of Yacht Rock.
Top of the Pops: 1980 Big
Hits.
Punk Britannia at the BBC.
Top of the Pops: 1988.
Peaky Blinders.
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Directory
BOOKS

Edifício “O Galeão” Loja 1 & 2
Rua dos Pescadores
8400-512 CARVOEIRO LAGOA

282 354 310
Tue - Fri 9.30 - 5.00
Sat: 9.30am - 2.00pm
raymond.compton@gmail.com

DRAINS

English Language
Book Exchange
Refunds on return
New books to order
Audio Books
C.D.’s Cards
DVD’s

BUREAUCRATIC SERVICES

CARPENTRY

sales@theportugalnews.com

INTERIORS & FURNISHINGS

Directory

The Portugal News • 15 Jun 2019
LEGAL

OPTICIANS

PAINTING & DECORATING

TOFTS
Paul Tofts
Decorating & Painting
tofts@hotmail.co.uk
Mob: 918 938 004

To place an advert in this
section, please call
282 341 100 or email:
sales@theportugalnews.com

After 6pm
Tel: 289 399 370

www.theportugalnews.com
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POOLS & SPAS
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Directory
Pool Service
Pool Covers
Pool Fencing

Pool Heating
www.salagua.com
N125, Sítio do Troto, Almancil
1,5km Direction to Faro
Tel: 289 992 281
salagua@salagua.com
Call Us For Free Advice

PROPERTY SERVICES

REMOVALS & STORAGE

Directory
TV & SATELLITE

STEELWORKS
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North & Centre

Cinema
NEW THIS WEEK

EXHIBITIONS

Poms - Stars: Diane
Keaton, Jacki Weaver,
Celia Weston. Genre:
Comedy, Drama. Director:
Zara Hayes. Rating: PG13.
Plot: POMS is a comedy
about a group of women
who form a cheer leading
squad at their retirement
community, proving that
you're never too old to 'bring
it!'
Men in Black:
International - Stars: Tessa
Thompson, Chris Hemsworth,
Rebecca Ferguson. Genre:
Action, Adventure, Comedy.
Director: F. Gary Gray. Rating:
PG13. Plot: The Men in Black
have always protected the
Earth from the scum of the

Arte em Lata exhibition.
16 June – 31 August, FACE,

NOS Mar Shopping - Loulé
Men in Black: International;
Poms; X-Men: Dark Phoenix;
Aladdin (OV & PV); The
Secret Life of Pets 2 (PV);
Rocketman.
Gran-Plaza NOS - Tavira
Men in Black: International;
Godzilla 2: King of the
Monsters; X-Men: Dark
Phoenix; Rocketman; Aladdin
(OV & PV); Secret Life of
Pets 2 (PV).
Algarcine – Portimão
Godzilla 2: King of the
Monsters; Rocketman; Troll:
The Tale of a Tail (PV);
Aladdin (PV); Secret Life of
Pets 2 (PV).
Algarcine Ria Shopping –
Olhão
Godzilla 2: King of the
Monsters; Troll: The Tale of
a Tail (PV); Secret Life of
Pets 2 (PV); Aladdin (VP &
VO); Rocketman.
Cineplace Algarve
Shopping – Guia
Men in Black: International;
Poms; High Life; La paranza
dei bambini; Troll: The Tale
of a Tail (PV); Nous finirons
ensemble; X-Men: Dark
Phoenix; Wonder Park (PV);
Avengers: Endgame; John
Wick 3; Pokémon Detective
Pikachu (PV); Secret Life of
Pets 2 (PV & OV);
Rocketman; Aladdin (PV);
Godzilla 2: King of the
Monsters.
Cineplace – Portimão
Men in Black: International;
Poms; Nous finirons
ensemble; X-Men: Dark
Phoenix; Godzilla: King of the
Monsters; Rocketman;
Aladdin (PV); John Wick 3;
Pokémon Detective Pikachu
(PV); The Secret Life of Pets

*(PV) = Portuguese version
(OV) = Original version.

Antique Book Fair. Every
Saturday 10am until 5pm. Rua
Anchieta, Chiado, Lisbon
Handicrafts Market.
Saturdays, Praça da Galiza, Vila
Nova de Cerveira
Mercado de Santana. The
largest Open Air Market in
Portugal. Sundays, 8am until
1pm. Caldas da Rainha

MUSIC

Arte em Lata exhibition. 16 June – 31 August, Espinho.
universe. In this new
adventure, they tackle their
biggest threat to date: a mole
in the Men in Black
organization.

Cinema Listings
NOS Forum Algarve – Faro
Men in Black: International;
X-Men: Dark Phoenix; The
Secret Life of Pets 2 (PV &
OV); La paranza dei bambini;
Nous finirons ensemble;
Rocketman; Aladdin (PV &
OV);

Lisbon. Tickets from €50.
www.voa.rocks
ticketline@ticketline.pt

Handicraft and Antiques
Market. Saturdays 10am until
7pm. Mercado de Ribeira, Lisbon

2 (PV); Troll: The Tale of a
Tail (PV).
Cineplace Loures
Shopping
Men in Black: International;
Poms; Aladdin (PV & OV);
Nous finirons ensemble;
Pokémon Detective Pikachu
(PV); Rocketman; Troll: The
Tale of a Tail (PV); Godzilla
2: King of the Monsters; XMen: Dark Phoenix; Secret
Life of Pets 2 (PV); Wonder
Park (PV).
Cineplace Leiria Shopping
Men in Black: International;
Poms; X-Men: Dark Phoenix;
Secret Life of Pets 2 (PV &
OV); Godzilla 2: King of the
Monsters; Troll: The Tale of
a Tail (PV); John Wick 3;
Avengers: Endgame;Pokémon
Detective Pikachu (PV);
Rocketman; Aladdin (PV).
Cineplace Riosul - Seixal
Men in Black: International;
Poms; X-Men: Dark Phoenix;
Aladdin (PV); Nous finirons
ensemble; Secret Life of Pets
2 (PV); Avengers: Endgame;
Pokémon Detective Pikachu
(PV); Godzilla 2: King of the
Monsters; Troll: The Tale of
a Tail (PV); Rocketman.
Estação Viana Shopping Viana do Castelo
Men in Black: International;
X-Men: Dark Phoenix; Troll:
The Tale of a Tail (PV);
Godzilla 2: King of the
Monsters; Aladdin (OV & PV);
Rocketman; Secret Life of
Pets 2 (PV); John Wick 3.

Algarcine Portimão:

282 411 888 / Olhão: 289
703 332 / Lagos: 282 799
138 / Sines: 269 633 510.

Cineplace Guia: 289 561 073 /

Portimão: 282 070 101 / Leiria: 244
826 516 / Loures: 210 110 677 /
Riosul: 210 114 352 / Parque
Atlantico: 296 629 514 / Covilhã:
275 334 731 / Viana do Castelo:
258 100 260
www.cineplaceportugal.pt

Cinemas NOS Tavira, Faro & Loulé
cinemas.nos.pt

Espinho. www.portal.cmespinho.pt
I’m Your Mirror, exhibition
by Joana Vasconcelos. Until
24 June, Serralves, Porto.
www.serralves.pt
The invisible wire. Until 30
June, daily from 10am – 6pm,
Museu de Arte Popular, Lisbon.
Tickets from €2.50. www.mus
euartepopular.wordpress.com
Oil Room by Per Barclay.
Until July, Carpintarias de São
Lázaro. Entry €2.
My Month by Natalia
Gromicho. Until 5 July, daily
from 3pm – 5pm,Atelier
Natalia Gromicho, Lisbon.
www.nataliagromicho.com
Lisbon under the stars.
Until 17 July, various locations
and times in Lisbon. Narration
in Portuguese and English.
www.lisbonunderthestars.com
Banksy – Genius or
Vandal. 14 June – 27
October, Cordoaria Nacional,
Lisbon. Tickets from €6.
www.everythingisnew.pt

Sumol Summer Fest. 5 – 6
July, Ericeira Camping.
Tickets €45.
www.sumolsummerfest.com
EDP CoolJazz 19. 9 July –
31 July, Hipódromo Manuel
Possolo, Cascais. Tickets
from €25.
www.edpcooljazz.com
NOS Alive. 11 – 13 July,
Passeio Marítimo de Algés,
Oeiras, Lisbon.
www.nosalive.com

MARKETS
Feira na Avenida. 2 weekend
of the month. Avenida da
Liberdade, Lisbon. Free entry
nd

Botanic Market – Saturdays,
9am to 1pm, at the Botanic
garden University of Coimbra.
www.facebook.com/
mercadinhodobotanicocoimbra
CCB Market - 1st Sunday of
every month. Caminho Pedonal
e Praça CCB - Belém Cultural
Centre, Lisbon. Free entry.

Eddie Vedder. 20 June,
8.30pm, Altice Arena Lisbon.
Tickets from €45.
www.ticketline.sapo.pt
Scorpions Live. 26 June, Altice
Arena, 9pm. Tickets from €32.
www.everythingisnew.pt
Pixies. 28 June, from
8.30pm, Campo Pequeno
Lisbon. Tickets from €35.
www.campopequeno.com
Julio Iglesias Live. 29 June,
9.30pm, Altice Arena Lisbon.
Tickets from €40.
www.blueticket.pt
Kool & the Gang. 30 June,
9.30pm, Altice Arena, Lisbon.
2 July, Casino Estoril. Tickets
from €35. www.blueticket.pt
Rod Stewart Live in
Concert on 1 July at Altice
Arena. Tickets on sale.
www.arena.altice.pt

Rock in Rio Lisboa 20 & 21
June and 27 & 28 June, Parque
da Bela Vista, Lisbon.
www.rockinriolisboa.sapo.pt
Arraial Lisboa Pride. 22
June, 4pm – 4am, Praça do
Comércio, Lisbon. www.ilgaportugal.pt
VOA Heavy Rock Festival.
4 – 5 July, Estádio do Restelo,

Micro Shakespeare. 15 &
16 June, from 3pm, Centro
Cultural de Bélem. www.ccb.pt
Until our heart Stops. 27 &
28 June, from 9pm, Culturgest,
Lisbon.
Traditional Thai dance
show. 28 June from 9pm, 29
June from 7pm. Museu do
Oriente. Price from €8.
www.museudooriente.pt
Madagascar the Musical.
30 June, Coliseu Porto Ageas,
Porto. Tickets from €15 €90. www.coliseu.pt
Dança, Meu Amor! 6 July,
3pm, 6pm, 9.30pm, C.C. Olga
Cadaval – Auditorio Jorge
Sampaio. Tickets from €11.
www.ticketline.sapo.pt
Don Quixote Ballet. 11 –
13 July, Thurs & Fri from
9pm, Saturday from 7pm.
Teatro Municipal do Porto –
Rivoli. Tickets €10.
www.cnb.pt

WORKSHOPS &
COURSES
Botanical drawing course.
15 & 22 June, Museu Bordalo
Pinheiro, Lisbon. Price €30.
bilheteira@museubordalopinheiro.pt
215 818 544
Mushroom growing
workshop. 15 June, 9am –
5.30pm, Aromas e Boletos,
Leira. www.boletosdeorum.pt
Japanese Calligraphy. 18
June, 2pm – 4pm, Museu do
Oriente, Lisbon. Price €20.
www.museudooriente.pt

Beauty Summit. 17 & 18 June, Lisbon.
Antiques Market every 4 th
Saturday, 9am to 7pm. Terreiro
da Erva, Coimbra. 239 857
500, www.cm-coimbra.pt.

Jessie J. 10 July, 8.30pm,
Hipódromo Manuel Possolo,
Cascais. Tickets from €40.
www.blueticket.pt

LxMarket – Sundays, 10am 7pm. Lx Factory, Lisbon.
lxmarket.com.pt

Il Divo. 14 July, 9pm, Altice
Arena, Lisbon. Tickets from
€35. www.blueticket.pt

Mercado D’Aqui - 1st Sunday
of every month. Parque de
Jogos.1º de Maio sports field.
www.mercadodaqui.pt

Jamie Cullum. 20 July,
8.30pm, Hipódromo Manuel
Possolo, Cascais. Tickets
from €25. www.blueticket.pt

Benfica Handicrafts
Market. 1st Saturday of the
month, 10am until 6pm.
Estrada de Benfica, Lisbon

Muse Theory World Tour. 24
July Passeio Marítimo de Algés
Lisbon. Tickets from €60.
www.everythingisnew.pt

Flea Market. Every Tuesday
and Saturday, 9am until 6pm.
Campo de Santa Clara Lisbon

Diana Krall. 24 July,
8.30pm, Hipódromo Manuel
Possolo, Cascais. Tickets
from €30. www.blueticket.pt

Please be aware that for legal reasons access to events
at Estoril and Lisbon Casinos is reserved to those age 18+.
(Entrance for Children via Foyer Panorâmico)

NOTE:

THEATRE & DANCE

The Roots. 9 July, 8.30pm,
Parque Marechal Carmona,
Cascais. Tickets €40.
www.blueticket.pt

Porto Beer Fest. 12 – 16
June, Alfandega do Porto.

Beauty Summit. 17 & 18
June, from 10am daily, ETIC,
Lisbon. Day pass from €45, 2
day pass €60.
www.blueticket.pt

Kraftwork. 31 July, 8.30pm,
Hipódromo Manuel Possolo,
Cascais. Tickets from €25.
www.blueticket.pt

Mary said what she said.
12 & 13 July, from 9pm,
Centro Cultural de Bélem.
www.ccb.pt

Book Fair 19. 29 May – 16
June, Parque Eduardo VII,
Lisbon. A great chance to find
out about new literature as well
as discover antiques and unique
works.
www.feiradolivrodelisboa.pt

Braga Sounds Better 2019
Festival. 14 – 16 June, Braga.
Tickets from €10

Michael Bolton. 25 July, from
9.30pm, Altice Arena. Tickets
from €40. www.arena.altice.pt

Tool. 2 July, Altice Arena,
Lisbon. Tickets from €42.
www.arena.altice.pt

FAIRS & FESTIVALS

Reverb or Bust Fest. 14 &
15 June. Mary Spot Vintage
Bar, Matosinhos.
www.facebook.com/ferr

Cascais. Tickets from €45.
www.blueticket.pt

Tom Jones. 25 July, 8.30pm,
Hipódromo Manuel Possolo,

Ceramic workshop. 19 June
– 10 July, Wednesdays 7.30pm
– 10.30pm, Fica, Lx Factory,
Lisbon. Price €130.
workshop@fica-oc.pt
Drawing workshop.
Saturdays from 22 June – 27
July. 9.30am – 12.30. FBAUP,
Porto. www.fbaupform
acaocontinua.wordpress.com
Introduction to
permaculture. 22 & 23 June,
Aldeia do Vale Projecto
Agroecologico, Mafra. Cost €60
ecoaldeiadovale@gmail.com
Green wood working. 25 –
26 June, Cerdeira Village, Lousã.
www.peterlanyonfurniture.co.uk
Public speaking course. 25
& 26 June, 6.30pm – 9.30pm,
LABS Lisboa. Price from €30.
geral@speakandlead.pt
Trumpet master class. 27 28 June, Auditório Municipal
Casa De Música, Óbidos.
www.obidos.pt

Events are correct at the time of going to press and according to information given to The Portugal News.
However, events may be cancelled, delayed or fail to live up to their billing. Please send your events to
events@theportugalnews.com by midday on the Monday before publication.

Events
Festa do Sol – Quinta Vale
da Lama Open Day. 15 June,
Quinta do Vale da Lama,
Odiáxere, Lagos.
www.valedalama.net
Festival Med. 27 – 30 June.
Loulé town centre. 289 400
600 www.festivalmed.pt
2 nd Lagos World Beer Fest.
27 -30 June, from 12pm,
Praça do Infante, Lagos.
Festival Med. 27 – 30 June.
Historic Centre Loulé.
www.festivalmed.pt
Lagoa Jazz. 28 – 30 June,
from 7pm, Estômbar – Sítio
das Fontes. www.cm-lagoa.pt
Micro Shakespeare. 15 & 16 June, Bélem.
Food Photography Workshop.
29 June, 9am – 6pm, Trilhos da
Terra, Aveiro. Price €100.
www.pedrocerqueira.com
Bloggers workshop. 1 – 9
July, Castelform, Braga.
www.bit.do/eRkMg
Flash workshop. 2 – 6 July,
Fica, LxFactory, Lisbon. Cost
€35. www.fica-oc.pt
Paper cutting workshop. 6
July, 3pm – 6pm, A Luz
Natural, Porto. Price €40.
www.instagram.com/nakalivre

SPORTS
Moche XL Esports. 15 – 16
June, Altice Arena, Lisbon.
www.blueticket.com
Portugal v Lithuania
Handball. 16 June, 5pm,
Pavilhão do Centro de
Desportos e Congressos de
Matosinhos. www.cmmatosinhos.pt
The Colour Run Hero Tour.
29 June, 4pm – 9pm, Centro
Desportivo Bacional Jamor,
Oeiras. Tickets from €15.90.
www.thecolorrun.pt
O Farol Basketball
tournament. 21 – 23 June,
Leça de Palmeira, Matosinhos.
www.cm-matosinhos.pt
Corrida São João de Braga.
22 June, 9.30pm, Braga. 12km
race or 5km walk. www.cmbraga.pt
National Cycling
Championships. 29 – 30
June, Alandroal. Masters, Elite
Amateurs, Universities.
www.cm-alandroal.pt
Corrida Milionária. 27 June,
7pm, Espinho. €12 entry for
race, €7 entry for walk.
www.portal.cm-espinho.pt

South

Born from the Earth by
Abílio Febra. Until 27 July,
Mon – Fri from 10am –
4.30pm, Espaço+, Aljezur.
www.cm-aljezur.pt
Hein Semke – Reunion
Exhibition. Until 28 July,
Portimão Municipal Museum.
www.cm-portimao.pt
Transformations in Nature
Exhibition by the Algarve
Artists Network. Until 31
July, Centro Cultural de Lagos.
FB@Algarveartistsnetwork

17 th Folklore Festival. 29
June, from 9pm, Verbena
Gasrden, São Brás de Alportel.
Free entry.

MARKETS

São Brás de Alportel
Market – Every Saturday

Collective Exhibition
‘Nature’s Transformations’
Artists Network Algarve
Group. Until 31 July, Tuesdays
– Saturdays, 10am – 6pm.
Lagos Cultural Centre. 282
770 450, www.cm-lagos.pt

Almancil Flea Market - 2
and 3rd Sunday of the month

Lift Market Lagos - Every
Saturday

São Bartolomeu de Messines
- 4th Monday of the month
nd

Ferreiras - 2 nd and 4 th Tuesday
of the month
Caliços Flea Market - 2
and 3rd Saturday of the month
nd

Monte Gordo Flea Market 3rd Sunday of the month
V.N. de Cacela - 3 rd Sunday of
the month
Portimão Flea Market - 1 st
and 3rd Sunday of the month
Tavira - 3 Saturday of the
month
rd

São Brás de Alportel Flea
Market – 3rd Sunday of the
month

FAIRS & FESTIVALS

Car Boot Sale from 9am, 1 st
Sunday of each month. Old
School House, Vales, Aljezur.

Carvoeiro Black & White
Night. 15 June, 8pm – 3am,
Praia do Carvoeiro. www.cmlagoa.pt

Farmers Market. 1st Sunday
of each month, 10am – 1pm,
Quinta Shopping.
info@quintashopping.com

5 Algarve Maniacs MTB
Marathon. 16 June, 9am,
Armação de Pêra. 963 484
549 www.apedalar.pt

American Diner Number
One- 30th year Anniversary
Rock n Roll Party, DJ
Rockindad. 15 June, 5pm –
8pm, Avenida Francisco Sá
Carneiro, Lj. 154 Edif. Cristina,
Montechoro, Albufeira. Free
entry. 289 587 338
Mariza. 16 June, 10pm,
Pescador Olhanense Garden.
Free Entry. 289 700 100.
www.cm-olhao.pt
Wheels Kulture Festival,
Classic Cars & Bikes, Top
Blues Rock Band Fast Eddie

4 th stage Liga MEO Surf
2019. 21 – 23 June, Amado
Beach, 8am – 6pm.
www.ansurfistas.com
28 th Gymnastics Summer
Festival. 22 June, Portimão
arena. www.cm-portimao.pt
Guadiana Cup. 24 – 29
June, Vila Real de Santo
António Sports Complex.
www.cm-vrsa.pt
Challenge Cup
Tournaments, 25 – 29 June.
Portimão, Lagoa, Albufeira.
www.challengecuptournaments.com

Auction House Algarve. Live
auction 6 July. All items can be
viewed at the auction house and
through our online catalogue:
www.ahalgarve.com, 289 832
380, info@ahalgarve.com

Nelson, DJ rockindad. 16
June, 11am – 7pm, Quinta do
Moinho, Loulé. Free entry.
Celebrating Michael
Jackson with the
Portuguese Philharmonic
Orchestra. 22 June 6.30pm,
Praia da Rocha beach. Free
entry. www.cm-portimao.pt
Boz Boorer + The Wine A
Billy Rollers, DJs
Rockindad & Greaser. 22
June, 11pm – 2am, Bafo de
Baco, Loulé. Founder of the
legendary Polecats &
Morrissey Guitarist, backed by
the Lisbons top Rock n Roll
Trio this is his First and only
Portugal Gig! Tickets available
now!
Love Lost and Found. 23
June, 6.30pm, Museu do Traje,
São Brás. Tickets €5.
cantar@coro@coro-amigos.com
Classical Symphonies
Series. 28 June. Albufeira
Municipal Auditorim. Tickets
€5. 289 599 521. www.cmalbufeira.pt
Burning Love by Algarve
Jazz Orchestra. 15 August,
from 10pm, Carvoeiro.
www.cm-lagoa.pt
Xutos & Pontapés. 7
September, from 10.15pm,
Largo de Mareta, Vila de
Sagres. Free entry. 282 630
600. www.cm-viladobispo.pt

The New Orleans Jazz
band - Every Sunday, from
8pm at O’Navegador
Restaurant, Alvor (overlooking
the river in the pedestrianised
area) www.neworleansjazz
algarve.com

EXHIBITIONS
Street Pulse. Until 28 June,
Condes House, Alcoutim.
www.cm-alcoutim.pt

Last weeks winner is
George Hamilton, Lagos
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Tickets €15.
www.teatromunicipaldefaro.pt
La Fayette. 22 June, from
9.30pm, TEMPO, Portimão.
Tickets €20. www.teatro
municipaldeportimao.pt
A Bench in the Sun by The
Algarveans Experimental
Theatre Group. 27 – 29 June,
7.45om, Convento de José,
Lagoa. www.thealgarveans.com

WORKSHOPS &
COURSES
Painting in Oil and
Acrylics Workshop.
Wednesday & Friday, 10am –
12pm, Escola de Artes
Fernando Rodrigues, Lagoa.
965 594 511
Healing Chanting. 17 June,
6.30pm – 8pm, Parrot Castle,
Parchal. Cost €12. 962 438
492 ilzevanzanten@gmail.com
Aroma & Yoga Deep Sense
Yoga. 18 June, 2pm – 5pm,
Parrot Castle, Parchal. Cost
€39. 911 510 541

Sunshine Big Band, Every
Sunday, 12.30pm – 2.30pm,
Fortaleza, Praia da Luz. 282
789 926

AUCTIONS

She looks into me by Nuno
Moreira. Until 7 July, Museu
Municipal de Faro. www.cmfaro.pt

Summer Vintage Night by
the Lucky Duckies. 15 June,
8.30pm, Vale do Lobo
Auditorium. Tickets €30.
www.valedolobo.com

th

Mariza. 16 June, Pescador Olhanense Garden.

Loulé - Every Saturday

Twenty Years Later… Until
31 July, Tuesday – Sunday
10am – 6pm. Lagos Cultural
Centre. www.cm-lagos.pt

Paintings by Liz Allen.
Ongoing exhibition. Óchálá
Casa de Chá, 12 Rua Dr.
Samora Gil, Monchique 8550
249 Wednesday - Sunday 106pm. 282 912 524

SPORT

38 th International Motobike
Meet. 18 – 21 July, Vale das
Almas, Faro.
www.motoclubefaro.pt

Quarteira - Every Wednesday

Arte Natura - by Monika &
Bernhard. Craftwork with
natural materials. Caldas de
Monchique. Daily 10am to
6pm. 962 815 386.

MUSIC

Candle Light and Cultural
Market, 4 – 8 July, from
7pm, Lagoa. Free Entry.
www.cm-lagoa.pt

True Colours Exhibition by
Yvonne Landsbergen. Until
31 July. Alportel Museological
Centre. www.cm-sbras.pt

Local Arts & Crafts Expo.
Open daily 10am - 5pm.
Artes@Spa, Caldas de
Monchique.
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New Orleans Jazz with The
Dixie Kings. Every Monday
at Tivoli Hotel, Lagos (behind
the bus station) 8.30pm - open
to all, free entry - info:
www.neworleansjazzalgarve.com/
index.html

420 World Championships.
3 – 11 July, Marina de
Vilamoura. 9am – 11pm.
capableplanet@gmail.com
Hankook 24H. 5 – 7 July,
Autódromo do Algarve, Portimão.
www.autodromodoalgarve.com
Shark race Portimão. 3
August, 9am, Praia da Rocha.
935 443 529 www.werun.pt

THEATRE & DANCE
Mahura – The distance
between the sky and the
earth. 15 June, 9.30pm,
Lethes Theatre, Faro. Tickets
€5. 289 878 908
Emotions Dance Show. 22
June, 6pm, Albufeira Municipal
Auditorium. Free Entry.
www.cm-albufeira.pt
Dancing in the World of
Magic. 22 June, at 4pm and
9pm, Figuras Theatre, Faro.

Traditional Portuguese
bean stew workshop. 19
June, 11am – 3pm, Parrot
Castle, Parchal. Cost €32.
workshops@parrotcastle.com
Algarve fish stew
workshop. 24 June, 11am –
3pm, Parrot Castle, Parchal.
workshops@parrotcastle.com
916 203 494
Face Yoga. 27 June, 11am –
3pm, Parrot Castle, Parchal.
Cost €20. 914 890 010
faceyogaessence@gmail.com
All life is yoga workshop.
28 June, 10am – 1pm, Parrot
Castle, Parchal. Cost €35. 932
707 600
Ecstatic Dance. 28 June, 8pm
– 10pm. Parrot castle, Parchal.
Cost €10. 918 208 875
Permaculture Design
Course. 1 – 14 June. Quinta
do Vale da Lama, Odiáxere,
Lagos. www.valedalama.net
Fusion Tribal Dance
Workshop. 9 June, from
10am – 1pm. U-Dance
Albufeira. 916 270 767
U.Dance.Pt@gmail.com
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Chimney Sweep

Announcements
CC PROBLEMS WITH
ALCOHOL? There is a
solution! Alcoholics
Anonymous. Find the nearest
meeting, ask for help or
assistance call: 919 005 590.
www.aaportugal.org
CC SUPPORT GROUP.
Help and Support Group
providing information on
depression and Bi-Polar
Disorder. All welcome.
Meetings in Casa Inglesa,
Portimão on the first
Monday of every month at
6.30pm. Tel. 914878927.
HOT WATER Without
Any Sunshine Needed: see
more at www.shs-pt.com

WOODBURNING FIRE SPECIALISTS

Fogo Montanha and freestanding
fires. On site expert quotation
Supply, install, service
& sweeps
sales@firesofportugal.com
www.firesofportugal.com
Geoff Waller 289 489 958 or
967 721 209

Caravans &
Motor Homes
UK CARAVAN WANTED,
to buy, please call
966706140. Cash waiting.
TPN/TO/26756311

TPN/TO/94999653

Antique
RESTORATION OF
Antique Clocks. Has your
precious clock been
standing still for a while? I
am Wout, graduated and
registered clock mender.
Call for a quote to repair
your clock. Mobile: +31
631 288 411 Email:
info@uurwerkplaats112.nl
Website:
uurwerkplaats112.nl

Entertainment &
Leisure
GOLFTITLE
At Quinta da Ria 2 great
courses, brilliant
Members Club €20,000
valid lifetime
+447960236109

Education
1-2-1 PORTUGUESE. Very
experienced, native,
qualified teacher (15
years+, 7 at UK
universities). Students say:
“great tutor”, “really
enjoyable lessons”, “fast
progress”. Email:
learn.portuguese.home
@gmail.com
TPN/TO/22125457

View these
pages free
online

SHOULDER
PROBLEM?
Pain-free Treatment!
Guaranteed Improvement
or your money back.
Dr. Bock. 966 706 606.
TPN/TO/61649579

TPN/TB/11373911

Friendship
KIND PORTUGUESE
Gentleman. Speaks English,
Spanish and French.
Wishes to meet a lady for a
serious relationaship. Tel:
918262376
TPN/TO/91234425

TPN/TO/86788751

PROFESSIONAL
CLEANING Private Villas,
Restaurants, Shops,
Condominiums and
Companies: info@nicecleaning.com

Classifieds

FEELING
LONELY?

There’s no need to be!
Place your free ad under

NEALS YARD Remedies
Organic skincare/wellbeing services. Visit The
ESSENCE Tree shop in
Silves. Contact on
Facebook or call
Brenda: +447538531669
GOLDENCHIC
+351 969 585 562
info@goldenchic.pt
Facebook:
goldenchicnailbar
Instagram: _golden.chic_
www.goldenchic.pt

N.B. The Portugal News
does not print ‘escort’ or
similar type ads.

TPN/TO/96114678

Auctions

NEXT LIVE AUCTION
Saturday, 6 July 2019
10.00am onwards
Approx. 500 lots.

Check out our Facebook
page & view items coming
up at Auction. View the
catalogue and bid on line at
www.ahalgarve.com where
further details are available.
Tel: 289 832 380 or email us
at info@ahalgarve.com

BEACHLOCATION
APARTMENT. 2 bedroom
apartment (sleeps 7) only 5
minutes from the beach,
perfect location on the
edge of Quarteira/
Vilamoura near the
beautiful beach, bars,
shops and restaurants in
Quarteira and close to
Vilamura Marina and
Casino, only £600 per
week. For more information
and photos, please phone
919873075

Health & Beauty

HOLIDAY RENTAL.
2 bedroom, modern,
spacious apartment,
central Carvoeiro,
available July & August.
Fully licensed. Fantastic
location. Email:
kevin4design@gmail.com

Jobs Offered

TPN/TB/46326124

CC
CC stands for Community Care. Our CC ads that are provided
free of charge by The Portugal News to help the various
charities involved are now located in our community section.

Save thousands
of Euros!
Lots of door
designs if needed.

Don´t buy a new kitchen
until you’ve spoken to
us! We can renovate your
old kitchen at a very
reasonable cost. Free,
NO-obligation estimates.
Call Jamie on 968 211 631
or 965 137 517or email
jamiekitchen83@gmail.com

PIZZA OVENS. Hand
made wood-fired pizza
ovens available.Our ovens
are prepared to receive a
gas burner.
Dome Ovens® MORE
THAN A PIZZA OVEN
www.domeovens.com
Portugal: 963 302 751
TPN/TO/41589951

Get 10% DISCOUNT
when you submit the
classified online.
www.theportugalnews.com

BEFORE

AFTER

Holiday Rentals

TPN/TO/84535643

LEARNPORTUGUESE
easily on our accredited
courses (with focus on
conversation).A popular
10-day beginners course
starts 15 July. Centro de
Línguas de Lagos. Call
282761070. Email
info@centrodelinguas.com.

George & Son

Pools & Gardens

‘Friendship’
with up to 12 words.
Call 282 380 315.

Furniture

• Antiques and Collectibles
• Designer Handbags
• Furniture and Art
• Tools
• Jewellery: Antique, Vintage &
Modern
• Sports Equipment

Kitchen
Renovation

QUALITY HAIR SALON
in Cascais is looking for
male / female hair stylist,
beautician and nail
technician. Tel: 916952682
TPN/TO/69721138

POOL & GARDEN
maintenance. Competitive
rates. Central Algarve
area. Call Frank,
917576699. email,
adelevillas@gmail.com
TPN/TB/51776929

Pets

Classifieds
Property For Sale

LEAKING ROOFS &
TERRACES Problems
solved 27 years
experience in Algarve.
Call 913 223 402
TPN/TB/32682954

ASPIRALGARVE
Central Vacuuming System
Specialist. Installation and
technical assistance.
Tel. 961 142 530
aspiralgarve@hotmail.com

LAND & HOUSES ALGARVE
YELLOW HOMES
Sociedade de Mediação Imobiliária Lda.
AMI 6232

No need to worry about
maintenance and service. We are
experienced ex Speed Frame
technicians with a wide
knowledge of this product.
For maintenance, repairs or new
units, call us for quick and efficient
service at reasonable prices.

For detailed information,
please visit our website:
www.landandhousesalgarve.com
www.algarve-propertysearch.com

Tavira: 281 320 281
Vilamoura: 289 301 294

PVC Directo. We
double the glazing Not
the price 282 317 472.
info@pvcdirecto.com

SELLYOUR...
Antiques, Collectables,
Garden Ornaments,
Architectural Salvage,
Furniture,
Full House Clearances.
Contact Mark 914774438.

TAVIRATOWNHOUSE
with private walled garden.
2 bedrooms. Brand new
kitchen and bathroom.
North and south facing
patios. Lovely views.
Walking distance to centre
of Tavira. 265,000 euros.
NO AGENTS please. Email:
aheather10@gmail.com
BUILDING PLOT 4000m²
Loulé hills with fantastic
coastal views.
Build up to 400m² villa with
pool. Beautiful & peaceful
country side.
Private sale. 295,000€ Tel:
914574199
ALMANCILHILLS.
4 bed villa with pool &
garage.Good neighbour
hood with coastal views.
Bargain at 495,000€
914574199

Propety Building
& Services

Services offered

LARGE VAN with man.
Light or heavy removals.
Please call Blake for a
quotation. Tel.912601192/
+44(0)7789873824.
TPN/TB/11418277

Removals &
Storage

HANDYMAN
Hourly/Price rate
No job too small.
Fire Safety Protection
Specialist(Domestic only)
Central Algarve
Call 933 991 967
TPN/TO/22715476

BUILDING
WORKS
All types and sizes
carried out to a very
high standard.
27 years experience
Shoreland Properties Lda.
Tel. 913223402 or 282763000
shorelandproperties@
mail.telepac.pt
www.shorelandproperties.com

• €2 per m3 per week (no complicated contract)
• Personal/Commercial secure storage
• Individual lock ups/Pallet storage
• Daily access (at no cost)
• Fork Lift Truck available (at no cost)
• Flexible terms (no penalties for early removal
• Collection/Delivery service at excellent rates

Email: peter@nwdf.co.uk
www.nwdfltd.co.uk
EN125, QUATRO ESTRADAS
0044 161

873 7863
767 634

00351 910
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WE BUY CARS Algarve
all types of vehicles
considered. We buy PT
GB Dutch German French.
We buy damaged and non
runners. Call David PT
911136377 UK
+447984932876

Classifieds
Dining Out

TPN/TB/98419894

Wanted
10% discount when
you place online

Vehicles
PORTUGUESEPEUGEOT
206 diesel 2003 and Volvo
440 petrol 1994 one year
IPO 1000 each. We buy
foreign and damaged cars
without MOT 927716188

SAVE YOUR STAMPS
trim them to 1/2 cm all round
and send to The Portugal
News, Apt. 13, 8401-901
Lagoa. We will send them to
the Helen Keller Centre
(Biblelands) in Israel where
they are used to fund
education

TPN/TO/57622337
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God Spot

Verse of
the Week
"For the Spirit
God gave us
does not make
us timid, but
gives us power,
love and selfdiscipline."

Timothy 1:7
(NIV)

Please find Places of
Worship on our website
www.theportugalnews.com
(on the right hand
side in red).

Golf
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Thailand victorious in GolfSixes
For the first time in European Tour history, a title was decided by a closest to the pin play-off as Thailand’s Phachara
Khongwatmai and Thongchai Jaidee overcame Tom Lewis and Paul Waring of England in the final of GolfSixes Cascais.

T

he innovative event
moved to the Portuguese
coastal resort for the first
time and the fans were
treated to a thrilling finale as the
final went right down to the wire, a
1-1 draw in the regulation six
holes, forcing a play-off unlike
any other.
The two teams returned to the
final tee – located in a bar and
lounge area and overlooking a
swimming pool - to play the hole
in full once more, but neither
team could be separated on the
first extra hole and the match was
decided by a closest to the pin
contest.
Khongwatmai, a promising 20
year old who in 2013 became the
youngest winner of a
professional tournament at 14
years of age, knocked his tee shot
to four feet and Thailand became
the first Asian team to win the

innovative six-hole format event –
which is in its third year.
Thongchai Jaidee said: “First of
all, I’m lucky today. We played a
great round, played well today,
but I think the team work was
very important. It was a good
crowd, and hopefully next year
there are going to be more
crowds.
“And finally, we win the
tournament. That’s why it’s
fantastic. I’m very happy to win
again. I thank the tournament. I
have never won for two, three
years, but now is a good time to
win and thank you to my partner,
Phachara, and thank you also to
the caddies who worked very
hard.”
Phachara Khongwatmai added:
“It was really fun, and really fun to
play with Thongchai for Thailand.
He taught me about the format of
the game, and I’m really happy to

have Thongchai as a partner, so
happy. Thank you for this
tournament.”
England’s Tom Lewis said: “I’m
gutted, I’m genuinely gutted. We
came a long way and we played
so many good matches. But we
slipped up in the beginning a
couple of times, and that
handed them a little bit of
confidence.
“We did well to make it to the
playoff, and unfortunately didn’t
make the putts. Maybe next time
me and Paul can team up in
other events. We had fun. We
had a good time, and caddies
had a good time.”
Spain overcame Italy in the third/
fourth place play-off as Jorge
Campillo and Nacho Elvira
continued their respective
purple patches on the 2019
Race to Dubai, beating Lorenzo
Gagli and Edoardo Molinari.

Thailand’s Phachara Khongwatmai and Thongchai Jaidee celebrate
their GolfSixes win by jumping in the swimming pool at the host
course Quinta da Marinha in Cascais.

Quinta do Lago named best in Portugal
Quinta do Lago’s reputation as one of Europe’s elite golf and lifestyle destinations has risen to new
heights after receiving a glowing new endorsement from Golf Digest magazine.

The Algarve venue was
the only resort in Portugal,
and one of only eight
across the continent, to be
chosen by the magazine as
a recipient for its coveted
‘2019 Editors’ Choice
Award for the Best Resorts
in Continental Europe’.
Revealed in the latest
issue of Golf Digest, the list
features a who’s who of the
top names in the global
golf industry, and was
finalised following close
consultation with a
combination of the
magazine’s international
affiliate titles and around
1,200 golf-course raters.
“The winners of Golf
Digest’s Best Resorts in
the Editors’ Choice
category are those which

we’d recommend to any
golfer,” said Max Adler,
editorial director at Golf
Digest magazine.
“Resorts named as our
Editors’ Choice are firstclass facilities that, first and
foremost, have an
exemplary offering of
unique and quality golf
courses. The
accommodations must
also have amenities that

separate themselves
above the fray.”
Located just 15 minutes
away from Faro airport,
Quinta do Lago – host
venue for this year’s Justin
Rose Telegraph Junior
Golf Championship – has
been at the forefront of
Europe’s elite golf, sports
and family destinations for
nearly five decades and,
with a combination of

world-class golf and
lifestyle facilities, is the
perfect choice for a
sporting break.
As well as three 18-hole
championship golf courses
– the North, South and
Laranjal – and outstanding
practice facilities, guests
can stay in shape at The
Campus, a world-class
sports hub designed for
professionals and
amateurs alike to keep fit.
Sean Moriarty, CEO at
Quinta do Lago, added:
“It’s a great honour for the
resort to be chosen for this
new international
recognition, and to be the
only venue in Portugal
receiving this award gives
the achievement added
significance.
“It’s been another
outstanding year of success
for the resort on and off the
golf course and I’m sure
that, with the recent
establishment of The
Campus as a world-class
training facility, and the
launch of Dano’s and the
Magnolia Hotel, even more
exciting times lie ahead.”

Anniversary of Santo
António golf course
The annual celebration to commemorate the
opening of Santo António golf course will take
place on Sunday, 11 August.
This will include a Singles Stableford golf competition
for the Pepe Gancedo Trophy with a shotgun. Afterwards
there will be a prize giving buffet with a delicious menu,
professional service and live entertainment. All the
ingredients are there for a memorable event.
The Parque da Floresta golf course opened in 1987
and was designed by Pepe Gancedo (1938-2016), one
of Spain´s most famous golf course architects whose
design philosophy was to make courses enjoyable,
traditional, challenging and memorable with minimal
alteration to the existing terrain.
This celebration is open to all golfers, family and
friends. For further information, please email golf.
reservations@saresorts.com
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Sport

Portugal crowned Nations League
champions!

The European champions won the inaugural UEFA Nations League
title thanks to a Gonçalo Guedes goal on the hour mark.

Portugal
became
the first
European
nation to
host and
win a
final of a
major
competition
since
France at
the 1998
World
Cup.

V

ictory against the
Netherlands
meant that
Portugal became
the first European nation to
host and win a final of a
major competition since
France at the 1998 World
Cup.

Manager Fernando Santos
made three changes to the
side that defeated
Switzerland with Fonte
replacing the injured Pepe,
Danilo providing stronger
defensive cover alongside
William Carvalho and
Guedes, taking over from

João Félix, following his
impressive second-half
cameo against the Swiss.
Meanwhile, the
Netherlands were
unchanged from the side
that defeated England in
extra-time in Guimarães.
Portugal, unbeaten in their

previous nine games,
weathered early advances
by the Dutch and in a lively
first-half Cristiano Ronaldo,
the hat-trick hero against
Switzerland, was kept
relatively quiet by Van Dijk.
Cristiano Ronaldo fired in
a low attempt with halftime approaching and
Portugal finished the
opening forty-five minutes
well on top despite less
possession, registering
twelve total attempts while
not allowing the Dutch a
single shot.
Dutch manager Ronald
Koeman made a change
at the start of the secondhalf with Quincy Promes
coming on for Ryan Babel.
The Netherlands
assumed control and
began to threaten Portugal
who began to find
opportunities on the
counter. Portugal
continued to threaten on
the counterattack which

eventually paid dividends.
The decisive goal came
fifteen minutes after the
restart and it was Gonçalo
Guedes who started the
move with a brilliant
nutmeg and lay-off for
Bernardo Silva. The
Manchester City playmaker
found Guedes who
smashed his shot past
Cillessen into the bottom
right corner from some
twenty metres. Former
Southampton and Celtic
player Van Dijk was his
solid, assured self at the
back but could do nothing
about the winning goal.
The Netherlands’ first shot in
the game came in the sixtyfifth minute; by which time
Portugal had already had
fourteen shots and opened
the scoring. Portugal
midfielder Bruno
Fernandes, linked with a
reported €75m move to
either Manchester United or
Tottenham, looked

N

CHRIS
WRIGHT

impressive. The 24-year-old
was one of the best players
on the field with his lively
movement and eye for goal.
His six shots in the match
were more than any other
player, forcing Cillessen into
making saves, albeit to
efforts from long range.
Fernandes scored thirty-two
goals and provided
seventeen assists for
Sporting Lisbon last season.
Portugal received a total of
€10.5m whilst the
Netherlands netted €9m;
England €8m and
Switzerland €7m. The
figures include the €4.5m
all four finalists had already
secured, made up of a
€2.25m solidarity fee for all
League A teams and
€2.25m as a bonus for
winning a League A group.
A total of €76.25m in
solidarity and bonus fees
was earmarked for the fiftyfive competing national
associations.

Sporting fan club leader to be held on remand Judge rules FC Porto must
Portugal’s Supreme Court of Justice dismissed a request for the immediate release
pay Benfica €2m
of Nuno Vieira Mendes – better known as ‘Mustafá’ – who will now remain in
prison on remand.
The ‘habeas corpus’ request,
which was submitted by lawyers
for Mendes, the leader of
Juventude Leonina, a Sporting
fans club, argued that a decision
by the Lisbon appeal court to
hold him on remand was “illegal”
The case centres on the illegal
entry by a group of self-described
Sporting fans to the training

academy in Alcochete, south of
the River Tagus, on 15 May 2018,
and the physical assault of
several professional footballers
and members of staff.
On 17 May, Mustafá - one
among 44 suspects in the case handed himself in at a police
station in Charneca da Caparica,
Almada, after the Lisbon appeal

court ordered that he be held on
remand.
He had previously been free,
with the obligation of reporting
daily to the authorities, after
posting bail of €70,000, under a
court ruling of 15 November
2018. But public prosecutors
successfully appealed that
ruling.
TPN/Lusa

Bitter rivals FC Porto and Benfica ended up in court following
the release of sensitive information by a Porto media official.
Porto, who claimed the emails highlighted a corrupt scheme that
benefited Benfica, were also ordered to return any documents it
still possesses that related to the case. FC Porto have said it will
appeal the judge’s ruling, saying the club only released
information the court itself considered to be true.
Benfica released a statement celebrating the decision, which it said
protected the privacy of citizens and institutions. Benfica were seeking
nearly €18m in damages after a Porto media officer systematically
CW
released information from the emails two years ago.

